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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
This document is a 10-year Strategic Plan for the Pastoral and Socio-economic
development of the Archdiocese of Tamale, which occupies one of the three poorest of
Ghana’s 9 regions. Levels of income, production, education and access to water and
health are among the lowest in the country. The population of the Archdiocese is
projected at 560,437. It is predominantly Muslim, and only about 80,000 is Catholic
The Archdiocese has been the dominant force in development outside the
government, and has since its creation in 1950, implemented a variety of major
development projects, which have made a significant contribution to the well-being of
the people. Included in these, are the highly acclaimed peace efforts in an
environment where there have periodically been difficulties with keeping the peace.
However, since its creation, the Church has grown only slowly though steadily. The
provision of development goods, though very highly appreciated and commended by
the population has in no way influenced a shift to the catholic faith.
Previous strategies for delivering health and education to poor people have proved
expensive to the Church, and unhelpful government policies have also raised
questions about the most efficient means of meeting the aspirations of the people in
the Archdiocese.
Much of the progress achieved in the socio-economic area has been through external
funding support which has almost dried up and can no longer be depended upon or
sustained. The Church now needs to strategize about how it will generate income for
its own growth and charity objectives.
Thirdly, there has been a lack of institutional collaboration and unsatisfactory staff
performance. These appear to originate primarily from a long-standing problem of
inadequate infrastructure for an Archdiocesan Secretariat, with its scattered
departments and institutions. The lack of a properly-sited residence for the new
Archbishop can only be expected to worsen this problem.
Finally, there are increasing challenges of evangelization and conversion to the
Catholic faith in environment that is pregnant with factors that limit the growth of the
Church.

The conditions just described have brought into sharp focus the need for the Church to
become more self-reliant, improve its administrative infrastructure and streamline its
development institutions to achieve a critical level of staff performance and synergy,
and develop a more powerful and better – rooted evangelization platform to position
the Church strongly in the years ahead.
1.2 Objectives
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The main objectives of the Strategic Plan therefore are to realize greater
evangelization results; improve the infrastructure and impact of church institutions, the
well-being of the people of the Archdiocese and make socio-economic initiatives more
effective and sustainable. Ultimately, the Church expects to become self-reliant,
helping to create a united and peaceful environment through the entire Archdiocese.
1.3 The Process
The preparation of the Plan involved:


A One-day review and validation of a Baseline Socio-Pastoral Survey of the
Archdiocese, followed by



A Four-day Workshop for 50 representatives of the Church and other
institutions. The Church representatives included parish priests, catechists and
other pastoral agents and parish representatives, as well as heads and
personnel of departments within the Church.

The Pastoral and Socio-Economic Survey provided basic demographic, social and
economic data of the Archdiocese, and covered its pastoral efforts and status. It
reviewed the socio-economic projects and services through which the Archdiocese
seeks to reduce the conditions of poverty.
The Survey identified the strategic issues of the environment in relation to poverty, the
growing challenges of evangelizing a predominantly youthful population, the
significance of ethnicity as a cause of conflict, and the cost implications of the
Archdiocese’s education and health strategies in an environment of very low
affordability.
The Survey raised two fundamental questions:


Will evangelization be effective? and



Can the Church survive?

In a contribution at the Workshop, His Grace Gregory Kpiebaya, Archbishop Emeritus
of Tamale noted the need for pastoral agents of the Church to show modesty
especially because of the poverty of the people they evangelize. A modest life-style,
he observed, would help the church to take up the fight to become self-reliant.
His Grace Philip Naameh, Archbishop of Tamale based his vision for the Church on
the proclamation of the Word and renewal. His intervention helped shape the vision
and mission.
In addition to an Environmental, Stakeholder, Strengths and Weaknesses analysis of
the Archdiocese, the Workshop drafted the Vision, Mission, Values, Norms, LongTerm Objectives, Strategies, Goals and Activities of the Strategic Plan. It also worked
8

out provisional Action Plans for the objectives and strategies and Implementation
Plans for the activities.
1.4 Structure of the Document
Section 2 presents the institutional context of the Plan, made up of the analysis of the
environment, stakeholders, institutional structure, activities and attributes in terms of
strengths and weaknesses of the Archdiocese.
Section 3 describes the vision and mission, as well as the values and norms
necessary to drive the mission and supply the required cultural environment and
attitudes among the personnel of the Archdiocese.
The Strategic Plan per se, consists of the Vision, Mission, Long-Term Objectives,
Strategies, and Programmes, which are set out in Chapter 4.The programmes, being
the key and final elements of the Plan, spell out the details of the Goals of the LongTerm Objectives, their corresponding Activities and the Implementation Plan. In this
Plan, Goals are equivalent to specific objectives. The goals specify the short, medium
and long-term targets associated with the main (i.e. long-term) objectives of the
mission, to be achieved through the strategies defined. Action Plans describing the
general implementation of individual objectives are presented in the Annex section.
Section 5 gives details of the Implementation Plan, covering issues of planning,
resource mobilization and timing of activities over the entire period of implementation.
Section 6, the last section of the document, provides
recommendations to facilitate implementation of the plan.

conclusions

and

1.5 The Strategic Framework and Key Recommendations of the Plan
The issues that drive this Plan are…evangelization, spiritual and human formation,
self-reliance, peace and development. Within this framework, the Church will pursue 5
long-term objectives to constitute a 10 year pastoral and human development agenda.
Through this Plan, the Church will renew and sustain itself as the ultimate moral and
spiritual force for peace and development in the Archdiocese. The Plan will seek to
strengthen the institutions and improve their all-round capacity to deliver on the stated
objectives.
The preparation of this Plan involved the following stages, which are schematized in
Figure 1.
1. Analysis of the external environment
This entailed examining the environment to identify the economic, political, sociocultural and religious factors relevant to, impinging upon or likely to affect the
realization of the Church’s mission.

2. Development of Vision and Mission statements
9

This stage involved defining the vision and mission of the Church The vision
statement identified the desired state of the Church in relation to its primary
purpose. The mission specified the objective of the Church and how it was to be
achieved. Value and norms to regulate the human agents prosecuting the mission
were also proposed at this point.
3. Analysis of the internal environment
This analysis aimed at describing the stakeholders namely those who are either
directly or indirectly affectedby the actions of the Church, especially those to whom
it owes particular responsibilities.
4. Review of past activities and trends
The review of the activities is for the purpose of identifying historical trends that
might inform future objectives and strategies. This analysis also dealt with the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats associated with the Church.
Actions that needed to taken improve upon strengths, remove weaknesses, exploit
opportunities and eliminate or minimize threats were considered
5. Identification and formulation of long-term objectives
At this stage, guided by the mission statement, objectives were formulated to
address the desired achievements or key results being targeted. The long-term
objectives when stated as outputs represented the Key Result Areas or Strategic
Components of the Strategic Plan.
6. Definition of strategies to achieve the stated objectives
Here, strategies were defined for the main objectives in line with the experiences of
past activities and strengths
7. Derivation of goals from the objectives
At this stage, goals were identified in response to the issues raised in the analysis
and formulation of long-term objectives.
8. Preparation of Action Plans
The goals (or specific objectives) were analysed for strategies of implementation
and timing, with the results presented in the tabular framework of an Action Plan.
9. Identification of activities
From the goals activities were identified for implementation, and these were
developed into an Implementation Plan for the entire Strategic Plan.
10. Preparation of an implementation plan
This consisted of a listing of all activities with descriptions of their implementation
periods specifying beginning and end dates for each activity. The implementation
plan represented the last constituent of the Strategic Plan

Figure 1 is a process diagram depicting the stages described above.
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1.6 Strategic Components and Core Results of the Plan
The Strategic Plan will generate several specific outputs that have been detailed in
Chapter 4. These outputs may be summarized into the 5component result areas
below.
Component Result One: An expanded presence of the Church
Component Result Two:An indigenized and self-dependent Church sustained by the
spirit and practice of self reliance
Component Result Three: A Church with improved infrastructure, personnel and
impact
Component Result Four: Contribution towards a peaceful, safe and secure
environment made more significant

Component Result Five:An enhanced economic well-being of the people of the
Archdiocese.
The 5 elements are presented in Figure 2 with the aid of a radial diagram in which the
components are linked to the mission, which is the core element of the Strategic Plan
Figure 1: Stages of the Strategic Planning Process
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Figure 2: Mission and Strategic Components of the Plan
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CHAPTER TWO
VISION, MISSION, VALUES AND NORMS OF THE ARCHDIOCESE
2.1 Vision of the Archdiocese
The Strategic Plan derives its energy and direction from the Vision and Mission of the
Archdiocese, and also from the values and norms that the Archdiocese upholds.
These are briefly addressed here. The Vision of the Archdiocese is
A Vibrant, Self-Sustaining Church Evangelizing In the Spiritual and Human
Formation of Its People
This vision idealizes the condition that the Church wishes to reflect in the next 10-15
years. In this vision, the Church is focused on the thriving vitality of the spirit and the
human form in a constantly evangelizing state. The Church visualizes a condition in
which the Word rather than the provision of material goods and services is the primary
focus of evangelization. It also envisions this Word not only as the main thrust and
cutting edge but also as the food that replaces the material goods with which mankind
is so often preoccupied.
It has been the experience that people who do not accept the Catholic faith actively
seek the Church because of the material comfort it offers. Catholic education is sought
after by people of very different faiths not because of the values it teaches but
because of its high quality and very low costs, and communities rush after the Church
because of the benefits they derive from its projects to deliver water, not the values of
charity and love of neighbour taught by the faith. The authentic evangelization
enshrined in the vision seeks to displace these forms of evangelization.
Secondly, the Church is experiencing an era of competition from so-called charismatic
and Pentecostal groups through “evangelization by propaganda” whose only agenda is
to take on the Catholic Church. Catholics who are not well-anchored face the
temptation of losing their ground unless they have become evangelized in a spiritually
vibrant and self-sustaining state. The church seeks to attain this condition for its entire
people. Through this vision, the church is seeking a new trajectory of evangelization
based predominantly on the Word.
This vision is also consistent with the attainment of a new conversion for all who work
in the church, according to which personnel will constantly renew themselves to be of
greater service to the church and their communities. Priests will be renewed so that
they can communicate better in different places than their own, institutions will become
fully rejuvenated, parishes will have peace-building functions and schools will have the
full and complete religious education. To quote the words of the Archbishop, “There
will be no new wine in old wine skin”.
It is the expectation that the vision will address two concerns of evangelization in the
past namely: that of a middle class church evangelizing in rural places where people
are very poor; and parishes not recognizing the need to grow additional ones. These
14

concerns also find expression in the Mission, whose function, as explained below, is to
describe what the Church will achieve in the coming years and the means it will adopt.
2.2 Mission of the Archdiocese
The MISSION of the Archdiocese is: To Establish God’s Kingdom, Uniting People
in a Sustainable Peace through Proclamation of the Word and Human Promotion
The Church all over the world has a universal mission, that of winning souls for Christ
through preaching the Word. This call is aptly captured in the Archdiocesan mission,
which seeks to make present the Kingdom of God, a reference explained in Romans
14: 17-19, as not meaning food and drink but “righteousness and peace and joy in the
Holy Spirit”. The mission also has components that concern “uniting people” and
realizing a sustainable environment. Within the context of the Archdiocese, each of
these elements has a unique significance.
The particular Church has a responsibility to respond to the challenges of its situation
in order to make its mission a living one driven by the needs of its time. Hence the
mission attempts to respond to the external and internal factors that have tended in the
past, and might potentially in the future, influence its evangelizing mission, and its
capacity to depend on its own income to prosecute its human welfare role.
In comparison with other regions of the country, the environment of the Church is
characterized by relatively high levels of poverty, unemployment, illiteracy (especially
among females) and poor access to water and other human needs. The population is
predominantly Muslim and polygamous, with a very high proportion of young people.
Outside the Church, early and child to child marriages occur, and the incidence of
divorce is high.
The region has also been subject to bouts of conflict arising from ethnic sentiments.
The environment is being degraded by unhealthy human activities. It has also been
noted that inhabitants do not generally plan their livelihoods over a long-enough
horizon, making poverty worse than it might have been.
In its efforts to address some of the factors contributing to the poor conditions, the
Church has depended on external sources of funding to deliver a variety of social and
economic services to the poor without due regard to cost recovery and sustainability.
Changing external conditions affecting the availability of external funds dictate a
rethinking of the Church’s interventions along these traditional lines.
On account of these and several other factors that will affect its future growth, the
Church recognizes that its mission in the next 10-15 years needs to address the very
important issues of pursuing evangelization, promoting peace, and contributing to
human welfare but with a push towards a high degree of self-reliance.
The need to unite people makes peace initiatives important as an objective. Realizing
a sustainable environment indicates the need to be self-reliant as a church, and to
promote the same object as the desire of its members. The call to proclamation of the
Word invites all the faithful to an unequivocal commitment to evangelization and to its
15

strengthening. Finally, human promotion suggests seeking to meet the basic needs of
people, also in a sustainable manner.
When these aspects of the mission are viewed against the vision of the Archdiocese, a
picture emerges of what the mission seeks to do additionally to promote attainment of
the vision. For example, a vibrant church requires that all institutions function near
optimal levels; that efficiency and good results are achieved in evangelization.
2.3 Values and Norms of the Archdiocese
For the purpose of implementing this plan with zeal and success, the Archdiocese has
committed itself to a set of values and norms. The values represent to the Church
particular ideals and standards the members will stand for. To help define its
fundamental character, the Archdiocese will uphold the values of holiness, love,
peace and forgiveness. The Archdiocese will also exemplify unique traits of honesty,
trust, willingness and perseverance as norms to demonstrate its particular attitudes
and behaviour towards people. With these values and norms, the faithful are expected
to carry and enthusiastically sustain the desired spirit of the Church’s vision and
mission.
The Mission statement seeks to give practical expression to the “Kingdom of God”
partly in terms of an environment in which people are united in a sustainable peace
through the power of the Word of God. In this sense, it distinguishes between
“Proclamation of the Word” as evangelization, and “Human Promotion” as a second or
supporting function relating to the supply of material human needs and human
development. The long-term objectives described in Chapter 4, expand these 2
elements of the Mission statement, providing the basis for the goals, strategies and
activities that follow. However, an analysis of the environment, structure and activities
of the Church in the next Chaptersets the context for discussing the objectives of the
Plan.
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CHAPTER THREE
3.0 THE ENVIRONMENT, STRUCTURE AND ACTIVITIES OF THE CHURCH
3.1 The Church Environment
The Tamale Archdiocese covers 17,565 sq. km. encompassing the 5 government
administrative districts of the Tamale metropolis, and the districts of Tolon-Kumbungu,
Savelugu-Nanton, East-Gonja and Kpandai. The estimated population in 2000 was
397,000, projected to reach 560,437 by 2010.
The majority of the population is made up of the youth and with a high proportion
between the age group of 15-19 years, the population can be described as very
young, making them a critical group for any intervention.
The entire area (and therefore population) is agricultural, with annual rainfall ranging
between 1016mm and 1270mm. Arable and livestock farming are the main
occupations of the people and productivity is low partly on account of limited rainfall,
but also due to low technology and a harsh environment.
There are long spells of drought, and access to water is a major problem. Contributing
to the scarcity of water resources is the poor yielding potential for underground water.
Environmental degradation from bush and charcoal burning and wood harvesting is a
major hazard to development.
The Archdiocese is ethnically very diverse with concentrations of major ethnic groups
in defined areas. For example the Konkomba and the Gonja are among the dominant
groups in the eastern part of the Archdiocese, that is East Gonja and Kpandai
districts. The Dagomba are the dominant group in Tamale, and Savelugu-Nanton.
Migrants such as the Hausa, Zembrama and Moshi dominate the Zongos of major
towns such as Tamale and Salaga.
Islam is the dominant religion. Christians are usually migrants and are concentrated in
Tamale and small urban centres such as Nyankpala and Kumbungu. Indigenous
people have been largely untouched by evangelization. However, in the East Gonja
and Kpandai districts, Christianity has achieved some success.
Pentecostal groups have emerged in various pockets, and have sought to take
advantage of the trauma of the wars that have been fought to provide their own
aggressive versions of spiritual healing with some success.

The Tamale Metropolis
The immediate environment of the Archdiocesan administration, which is the Tamale
metropolis is however fairly highly developed, and matches practically any regional
capital. It has all the major institutions of government administration and public service
with a few well paved road arteries, a university and polytechnic, an airport, a modern
stadium with 25,000 capacity, a fairly developed township, a few good hotels, a
17

reasonable modern communications infrastructure, and an impressive set of officials
distributed over government and NGO offices.
3.1.1 Economic Factors: Poverty, Education and Health Conditions
Poverty studies over the years have shown that the area covered by the Archdiocese
has the third lowest income rating in the country. Very low incomes have led to
pervasive conditions of poverty and the paradox of the Church needing to cater for,
and at the same time depend on the contribution of poor people for its growth. It has
been suggested that poverty is due not only to lack of employment but also the limited
vision of not planning for the future. Nevertheless there are strong constraints to
breaking the bounds of poverty including very poor infrastructure of roads and
transport in many localities, the rampant conflicts, and poor access to land, credit and
good management.
A shift in paradigm among benefactors on the global scene has also led to the fast
falling sources of support through the funding of programmes to reduce levels of
poverty especially due to illiteracy and ill health. These programmes included the
provision and management of schools and clinics, and the development of bore holes
in highly disadvantaged localities.
The status of education and health is low in the Archdiocese. Among the factors that
account for this, are the reluctance of the people to educate especially women, low
access to educational facilities, lack of teachers, and the gradual sidelining of mission
schools.
Coupled with this is the low health status of the population, triggered by inadequate
services in terms of both infrastructure and personnel and thelow incomes the people.
3.1.2 Political Factors
The political factors that impinge on the growth of the Church include political affiliation
of church members negatively impacting the Church, government efforts to take over
the control catholic schools, government attempts to register churches as economic
ventures, the dropping of religious and moral educations in basic schools,
discriminatory staff recruitment policies, and tensions between political parties.
The Church has already begun to experience the effects of unhelpful government
policies and practices which make it difficult to influence both the availability and
quality of educational and health services.
3.1.3 Socio-Cultural Factors
The socio-cultural factors include polygamy, superstition, Inter-faith marriages, the
perception that female education is a waste, inter-tribal conflicts, inculturation in
church, an expensive bride-prices system, and the inability of many to receive the
sacraments. Tension and confusion also existin the belief of the faith among Church
members who come from strongly traditional homes, and also with people living
among traditionalists and having little or no access to priests. Also, a converted
18

Muslim can be ostracized by the community leading to the practice of a dual faith. High
illiteracy rates also limit the spread of the faith. Similarly, pre-arranged marriages also
deny couples the freedom to select their partners. Many couples are unable to bless
their marriages, encouraging co-habitation
3.1.4 Religious Factors
Among the religious factors affecting the Church are the predominance of Islam, the
growth of Spiritual churches, the practice of Traditional religion, Occultism,
superstition, and Muslims marrying young catholic ladies in order to convert them.
Islamic fanatism also prevents would be converts from joining the Church while
drawing Catholics away. Catholics are also known to consult soothsayers after church
services for security, protection, power and control.
Because of their wide-ranging characteristics, most of the factors identified above can
have important effects on the growth of the Church. They therefore have a significant
role to play in the formulation of the objectives of the plan.

3.2 Stakeholders of the Church
The Archdiocese has both internal and external stakeholders. The major internal
stakeholders are the Laity, Clergy, and the Religious, and the major external
stakeholders include Politicians, Traditional Leaders, Non-Government Organizations
(NGOs), Civil Society Organizations (CSOs), Other Religious Bodies and
Donor/Funding Agencies.
The Clergy have concerns about their welfare, feeling a lack of recognition,
indifference and apathy from the laity. It is considered that more care for the needs of
clergy and greater appreciation of their efforts would remedy this situation.
The concerns of the laity include feeling uninspired and unrecognized and financially
over-stretched. They also observe the absence of on-going formation. These concerns
challenge the Church to be more robust in its education and formation of the laity.
For their part, the Religious feel unrecognized, overshadowed and not appreciated for
their talents. Solutions seem to lie in promoting cordiality and offering specific
contracts of engagement.
By their actions, external stakeholders have a major influence on the state of
development, peace and security in the Archdiocese. The Church engages positively
with these stakeholders in pursuing the aspirations of the population. This engagement
reveals some concerns with the Church.
Politicians want greater collaboration but appear to desire the Church to be more silent
and remain purely ecclesial. Traditional leaders desire sensitivity and greater
development assistance. NGOs and Coos desire networking and accountability in their
dealings with the Church, and donor agencies desire accountability, participation and
reporting.
19

The major concern of religious bodies is that of having to compete for souls with the
Church which they perceive to be too strong. However, it is the case that a few
Catholics tend to leave the Church every once a while to join smaller churches. There
is therefore work to do to stopthis flow.
In recognizing the concerns expressed above, the Church has considered relevant
strategies to adopt in addressing them in the Strategic Plan.
3.3 Structure and Institutions of the Archdiocese
The basic structure of the Archdiocese is one with a Secretariat headed by the
Archbishop, assisted directly by a Vicar-General, and a small number of functional
heads of departments under his Secretariat. These departments include Finance,
Vocations and Pastorals.
The Pastoral Director is responsible for pastoral care and evangelization. The
Vocations Director is responsible for promoting vocations to the priesthood and
religious life, and the Financial Administrator is in charge of finances and estate affairs.
The Archbishop also supervises other departments engaged in either evangelization
or human development work, for which there are coordinators.
The Archdiocese has several institutions for its pastoral and socio-economic
development work. These are made up of:







Parishes (8)
One Centre for Pastoral Formation
A Teachers’ Resource Centre, a Catholic Guest House, and a Youth Centre
Educational establishments (primary, junior and senior high and vocational
schools )
Health establishments (clinics and health posts)
A number of Departments and Units (including a Development Office, the
Department of Social Communications or DEPSOCOM, a Catholic Education
Unit, a Religious Education Unit, a Health Unit, a Centre for Inter-religious
Dialogue, a Mechanical Workshop, an Auto Service Centre, and a Bullock
Training Centre)

3.4 Review of Activities of the Archdiocese
3.4.1 Pastoral Development Activities
The institutions of pastoral development include churches or parishes of which there
are 8, covering an estimated population of 397,300 (2000) projected at 560,431
(2010). The Tamale Metropolitan area alone accounts for one-half of these parishes,
with a combined estimated population of 298,881 (2000) projected at 414,548 (2010).
St Victor’s Major Seminary, in which the Archdiocese has part ownership, trains
priests, and as mentioned in section 3.5.2, has currently some 139 seminarians, of
which only 11 belong to the Archdiocese of Tamale.
20

The parishes have not grown as fast as they could have done, due to a variety of
reasons, including the limited numbers of pastoral agents, the dominance of the
traditional religion of Islam, the generally low income status of parishioners, the effects
District
Christianity Islam
Traditional
Other
Tamale
13.7
84.0
1.6
0.7
Metropolitan Area
East Gonja/Kpandai 36.4
34.9
21.8
7.4
Savelugu-Nanaton
4.8
91.9
2.8
0.5
Tolon-Kumbungu
4.7
84.8
8.3
2.2
of traditional practices that challenge Christian values and the unsettling
consequences of ethnicity and conflict. They are also not as evenly distributed as
would have been desirable. Table 1 illustrates the dominance of Islam and the
percentages of Christian populations in the districts covered by the Archdiocese. Only
in the East Gonja/Kpandai district is Christianity a significant force. The size of the
Christian population in Tamale is due to the large number of Christians from outside
the region who work in government departments and other institutionsthere.
Table 2 shows the distribution of parishes in relation to the populations of the localities
to which they belong. The average population per parish in the Tamale Metropolitan
Area is less than 74,000 and much lower than the other districts. The Church also has
a Minor Seminary, St. Charles, from which many priests of the northern province of the
Church have been produced
Table 1: Percentage Distribution of Population by Religious Affiliation and
Districts
Source: Baacho (2009) Report on Socio-Economic and Pastoral Survey,Table 1.3 p12.

Table 2: Distribution of Parishes of the Archdiocese by Populationof
Administrative Districts
District

Tamale
Metropolitan
Area
East
Gonja/Kpandai
SaveluguNanaton
Tolon-Kumbungu
Total

Area
(sq.
km.)
720

Popln
2000

12,955

174,449 246,078

2,200
2,410
17,565

Popln.
2010
(projected)
293,881 414,548

89,968

126,909

132,833 187,374
397,300 560,431

Popln
Parishes
Density
(2000)
408
OLA Cathedral Parish;
Holy Cross; SS Peter
and Paul; Sacred Heart;
St Theresa
13
Our Lady of Fatima
(Salaga);
St.
Kizito
(Kpandai)
41
Yisa Ma Mariama
55
15.5

St. Monica

Source:Ibid.Adapted from Tables 1.1 and 7.1
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It appears however, that in general, there are not enough parishes and Church
institutions to make evangelization truly effective.Table 3presents profiles of the
parishes, based on descriptions contained in Baacho’s survey. The profiles suggest
that there are significant youth activities in most parishes, but that the results of
evangelization have been limited in respect of the indigenous populations. In this
context the need to grow more indigenous priests as an aspect of Self-reliance has
been expressed.
Most parishes understand the need to become self-reliant, and efforts exist to move in
that direction. A few have started projects to find income to support themselves, but
there is only a minute trace of success in that endeavour. Most parishes are financially
weak, and some, disturbingly so. In almost all cases, the laity has not shown the
capacity to support its parish.
In parishes where social development work has been done by the Church,
evangelization has not actually taken root, and will probably not.Some members of the
Church still hold on to belief in other (mostly traditional) faiths,and there is a degree of
posturing to camouflage this behaviour.There is evidence too, that the promise of
wealth and position offered by other churches attracts even important lay pastoral
agents away from the Church. Finally, there is some concern about the attitude to
holiness among the entire spectrum of the Church at the parish level.
The profiles raisequestions about the effectiveness of past evangelization strategies
and where the thrust of evangelization should lie in the future. Theylead to the
conclusion that the main challenge to the growth of the Church remains making
evangelization relevant and effectiveenough to impact the population and the
spirituality of Church members. It is also required that there be more local priests and
other pastoral agents with a more deepened faith, improved church infrastructure,
stronger finances, and greater attention to disagreeing ethnic groupsand those who
practise parallel faiths (Catholic and Traditional).
3.4.2 Socio-Economic Development Activities
Socio-economic development in the Archdiocese has been under the Archdiocesan
Human Development Office (Tamale Archdiocesan Development Office). This office
supervises 4 main sectors namely: Education, Health, Agriculture and Water.From its
formation in 1995 till 2000, TADO obtained significant inflows of funds from
development assistance agencies including CARITAS, CORDAID, and MISEREOR
with which it successfully implemented a number of projects in the Agriculture, Water,
Education, Health and Women sectors. With support no longer available, these
projects have come to a halt.
The features and challenges of the Socio-economic development programmes are
summarized in Table 4 below.
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Table 3: Parish Profiles and Activities
Main Features and Activities of Parishes
1. OLA Cathedral Parish (Tamale)
Oldest parish and seat of Bishop. Est. 1946.
Inadequate staffing. Youth activities held, including
formation workshops and excursions. Rich human
resources. Supporting investments e.g. Cath Guest.
Hse., Transport, Credit Union and NGO. Special Funds
are: Youth Formation Fund and Education Fund. Selfreliance initiative working.
2. Holy Cross (Tamale)
Est. 1966 by Miss. Of Africa. Nine outstations led by 3
catechists and prayer leaders. Translation of Bible and
liturgy into Dagbani helped engagement with local
communities. Self-reliance initiative showing results.
Parish able to cater for priests and staff and grow local
evangelizers.
3. Our Lady of Fatima (Salaga)
Est.? Indigenous priest and Rev Sister. Seventeen
outstations. Significant evangelization inroads. Some
success in bringing ethnic groups together. Active
youth, engaged in economic ventures. Could offer
guidance to other parishes. Positive public image due
to impact on local development.

4. St. Kizito (Kpandai)
Est. 1967 by SVD. Has 25 outstations. Growth of the
Church due to projects, especially water. Youth
activities focused, including extra classes. Awareness
of Self-reliance.

5. SS Peter & Paul (Tamale)
Est. 1981 at Education Ridge. Promotes Youth
activitiesthat are extensive, needing parish financing.
Caters for a large number and variety of youth from
several institutions in locality of the Church. Low
evangelization of local people. Indigenous Catholic
majority constituted by Dagaaba.

Emerging Challenges
Moral issues of relationships,
rise in unblessed marriages
and
divorces, fractious ethnic
relationships,
converting
indigenous population still
difficult.
Catholic faith still not fancied.
Youth mobilization difficult.
Occasional hostility shown
towards the Church. Interethnic
marriages
pose
problems.
Financially weak. Fertile
grounds for
Pentecostal
challenges through healing
and prayer camps and the
lure of higher posts for
catechists and other pastoral
agents. Ethnic issues and
questions about efficacy of
Catholic worship abound.
Perhaps
cannot
survive
without outside support.
Increasing
numbers
of
relapsed Catholics and rise
in
syncretic
practices.
Concerns
about
accountability,
group
leadership problems, and too
much attention to social
distractions.
Pentecostal
challenges.
Ethnic dominance leading to
splinter choirs. High Youth
relapse and low presence of
indigenous
population.
Parish indebtedness is an
issue. Attempts to generate
income not successful. No
funds
to
carry
out
sustainable youth activities.
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6. St. Monica’s (Tolon)
Est. 2001. Parish population is about 600 with 300
baptized and 113 catechumens. Univ. for Dev. Studies
has 150 regular Mass attendees. Evangelization
unsuccessful. Membership is from local institutions and
largely migrant. Youth active.

UDS Chaplaincy is an issue.
Parish community is small
and financial position weak.
Parish has lands not properly
registered.

7. Yisa Ma Mariama (Savelugu)
Est. 1999. About 300 members (only 2 from indigenous
population). Est. 5 outstans. Baptised 37 converts. Two
Cathsus formed. Self-reliance drive initiated.
Complaints about requests for contributions to support
the Church.

Low Church image due to
poor behaviour of some
Christians, Catholics not
viewed as good role models;
Religious
and
moral
education difficult to deliver
in catholic schools due to
predominance of Muslims;
poor knowledge of scriptures

8. Sacred Heart (Fuo)
Est. 2001. Laity and other formation activities being
held. Youth active.Religious education programme
carried out in training of teachers and preparation of
programmes for schools.

Self-reliance policy not fully
understood, its clarification
sought
from
Church
authorities. in relation to
issues such as indigenous
priests.
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Table 4: Socio-Economic Development Programmes, Activities and Issues
Socio-economic
Development
Programmes and Activities
TADO
Mobilized external resources for
development of education, health,
water, women and agricultural sectors.
Formulated policy guidelines for
Archdiocese and organized various
surveys and studies. Organised relief
and rehabilitation of flood victims.
Education
Made great impact on lives of
inhabitants with establishment of
several schools, extending education to
remote areas and minority groups
including females. Set high educational
standards. Equipped a Teachers’
Resource Centre.
Health
Creation of Damongo and Yendi
dioceses left the Archdiocese with only
2 centres which are being fully
developed.

Key Issues

Agriculture

.Initiatives have been affected by a
weak financial base, reliance on
external support, poor staffing and a
dependency mentality. Programmes
have become unsustainable.

In 1979 and 1983 provided agricultural
infrastructure, warehouses, vehicles, farm
inputs and extension services to farmers
and small processors with support from
USAID and CEBEMO. No funding since
2004. Further support obtained from
WARDA and USAID for rice development
and tree planting. Programmes have
produced some livelihood improvements
and spiritual development for some
communities (e.g. Holy Cross Parish), and
enhanced the image of the Church.

Developments not sustained after
external
funding
stopped.
Archdiocesan Development Committee
defunct. TADO organizational status
undefined, staffing out of balance. Plan
to transform this office into an NGO on
hold.
Government gradually taking over
administration of schools, sidelining
Catholic Education Units with declining
academic standards, unfavourable
attitudes of Ghana Education Service
officials, and critical questions of
sustainability.
Resources for development limited;
Gov’t. health officials resent idea of
Church
ownership
of
facilities;
concerns exist about sustainability if
run by the Church.

Programme is stalled and technical skills
From 1995 to date, constructed 19 dams no longer available.
and several boreholes with sponsorship
from district assemblies, communities and
NGOs. Demand for these services exists.

Water
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A component of the Village Water projects exists as a Mechanical Workshop
Company with about 16 personnel and 6 trainees. It houses the Health department,
and has offices and rooms for storage of vehicles and equipment. This workshop
services and maintains the vehicles of several companies, institutions and
organizations for profit. They include PHC Motors, Ministries of Agriculture and Health,
Customs, Excise and Preventive Services, Immigration Service, Prison Service, the
University for Development Studies, Non-Government Organisations, Churches and
private people.
In one month, it provisionally realizes about 12,000 Ghana Cedis with an expenditure
of about 4,000 Ghana Cedis. Its management is not yet very strong, but given its wide
client base,it could present some prospects for a respectable monthly income if its
management were strengthened. The Water Projecthas substantial assets outside the
workshop buildings, including 12 Senior Staff bungalows from which income could be
derived.
The Centre for Inter-religious Dialoguehas an attractive, centrally-located building
with conference facilities. It has played a useful role in developing healthy interreligious relationships. The Catholic Guesthouse has been registered as a Company
limited by liability. Its condition is however far from desirable, although its location is
ideal for active public patronage. It appears to suffer from under-investment, and offers
little market competition to the more modern accommodation facilities around. It
appears that this facility could be made more productive. The Church also has 2 other
properties, one with an amount of land attached, in the centre of the city not currently
put to any particular use.
The Archdiocese operates schools and clinics for poor communities. Table5 shows
that in the educational sector there are currently 119 institutions from the Kindergarten
to the Senior High School level with a total of some 25,799 pupils. It also owns the St.
Mary’s Girls’ Vocational Centre, which offers Dressmaking, Weaving and Catering.
The Archdiocese intends to develop strong educational institutions and include
religious education in all. It will also give priority to education for girls with
institutionalized support.
The health services are concentrated in 2 sub-districts. One of these, St. Lucy’s
Polyclinic at ChogguSub-district, is a 24-bed polyclinic with accommodation for a
doctor and 6 nurses, and the other, a Primary Health Care Unit at Salaga. These
facilities are targeted at 52 communities with a total population of 37,533. It is planned
to develop St Lucy’s eventually as an eye clinic. The problem however, is to find a
specialist doctor and offer that person the necessary incentives to take charge. This
challenge needs to be urgently met as the facilities to go into full operation are in
place.
Due to government interference, some Catholic schools are headed by people
belonging to other faiths. In the health sector, the government has been unsupportive
in providing assistance with staffing.
Table5: Distribution of Educational Facilities by Type, Enrolment and Number of
Teachers
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Type of School

No. of
No. of
No. of
Schools Pupils
Teachers
Kindergarten (KG)
37
4,471
139
Junior high School (JHS)
51
15,145
410
Senior High School (SHS)
29
5,241
311
Vocational Training Centre
1
634
32
Total
1
38
13
119
25,799
905
Source: Table 6.4 Report on Socio-Economic and Pastoral Survey, p. 27Amended
The flagship of the Archdiocese appears to be its Centre for Pastoral Formation.
This is a 39-room facility in very serene surroundings with abundant unutilized land,
and ideally suited for formation and spiritual development. Since coming under a new
Director of Pastorals in February 2009, it has experienced increasing patronage.In
recent times all the rooms have tended to be taken up with retreats and conferences,
and a growing client list suggests that there is a greater demand than the facility can
satisfy.From time to time, applications are turned down for lack of space.
There are opportunities for expanding this Centre, as well as developing other facilities
around it. The Centre generated a surplus of about GHC 23,000 within 6 months (from
February to mid-September 2009), and holds very good prospects for future incomes
for the Archdiocese. The area could offer a site for the relocation if necessary, of the
Archdiocesan Secretariat,which is currently sited in a somewhat congested part of the
Tamale city, and for other institutions of the Archdiocese.
In conclusion, it may be stated that the main issues that emerge from this analysis of
Archdiocesan institutions and investments include the weak internal financial base,
questions of sustainability, the mode of operation of projects, and communities not
being encouraged to take responsibility for developing themselves, their livelihoods
and managing the programmesprovided to them.
It is also clear that the decline inthe activities of the various sectors has brought to the
fore, the challenge of institutional restructuring. In the absence of subsidies and
external funding, self-reliance offers the obvious means of sustaining existing
investments and advancing the development agenda of the Church. Properly
restructured, managed and supervised, some of the investments that have become
moribund could be revived. Decisions are needed as to which of a number of potential
strategies would suitdifferent departments and units - whether to wind down and
dispose of, consolidate and hold, or develop and expand.
Other issues relating to the institutions described are of a purely managerial
characterand concern staff capabilities, roles and responsibilities. On these matters
only an analysis of the attributes of the Archdiocese as an organisation can shed
sufficient light.Such an analysis follows below.
3.5 Analysis of Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats
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3.5.1 Strengths
This analysis of the Archdiocese, which is based on theStrengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats(SWOT) model,also considers what possible actions to take
on the different factors identified. In order of importance, the main strengths lie in the
hierarchy of the Church which is universally held, the quality of its clergy and laity, its
sacramental life, infrastructure, growing numbers of the faithful, its openness to other
faiths and general commitment to issues. The Church also enjoys a high level of public
goodwill on which it can act to build bridges. A particular strength that can be used to
great advantage is the ownership of land in very good locations.
Possibilities for improving upon the strengths of the Archdiocese include deepening
consultations within the hierarchy, providing further training and specialization to the
clergy, keeping proper inventories and church statistics, and promoting lay
associations within the Church.
The available land can be put to a variety of uses including commercial ones to raise
income. The Church can also turn around a number of existing investments that are
poorly performing by adopting a variety of options. One of these has been mentioned
as transforming the Development office into an NGO to attract funding for investments.
Other possibilities for improving upon existing strengths are to attract better
management for income earning ventures and institute operational guidelines and
performance standards for all major institutions and departments. The Church can also
carefully streamline and better utilize its landed properties.
3.5.2 Weaknesses
Apart from concerns with the quality of staff and output of some of departments and
units, co-ordination has been a distinct drawback to organizational effectiveness.
Mainly accounting for this is dispersal of departments and units over significant
distances. This is an issue the strategic Plan will seek to address. Weaknesses exist in
the slow rate of Church development and evangelization, the low numbers of pastors
especially priests, the lack of suitably-trained personnel to staff certain important
posts, the limited financial capabilities of the parishes, the poor economic
circumstances of the faithful, the weak collaborative links among departments and
units, the lack of a full-fledged Archdiocesan Secretariat with contingent offices, a
residence for the Archbishop, and the severe lack of vocations among the youth.There
is also not a fully-developed organizational structure with clearly-defined functions.
In the area of evangelization, it has been opined that people are seeking signs of
God’s presence, which they claim they cannot find in the Church. Finally, service
conditions and especially remunerations levels of staff are low.
Several actions are needed to eliminate these weaknesses. Among them, appointing
people to new and critical positions, intensifying vocations (especially to the
priesthood), improving upon the formation of the laity, organizing activities to improve
the spirituality of the youth, developing more parishes, improving the infrastructure,
organization and staffing of departments and units, strengthening management
systems and improving remuneration packages and work output.An improved
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organizational structure might also be necessary. Possible new positions might include
a Director for Human Development and an Estates Retainer. Annex Fig. 1 represents
a possible orgranisational structure for the Archdiocese to be used as a starting point
for the organizational restructuring.
Table 6 shows the number of seminarians of the Archdiocese, and gives an indication
of the rate at which priests will be produced for the Archdiocese over the next 9 to 10
years. It is assumed that all seminarians will eventually be ordained as priests. The
dioceses of the Northern Province of the Church together have 139 seminarians.
According to the Table, the Archdiocese has 11 seminarians at various levels of
training from the Spiritual Year through the years of Philosophy to Theology 4, which is
the last year of training and formation.
Table 6: Number of Seminarians by Year of Training& Formation
Yr 2
Yr 3
Yr 4
Yr 5
Yr 6
Yr 7
Yr 8
Level
of Yr 1
(Sprt
(Ph1)
(Ph2)
(Ph3)
(Th1)
(Th2)
(Th3)
(Pstr
Formation
Yr)

Spiritual
2
Philosophy
Theology
Pastoral
Total T. Arch. 2
All Province
16
Ordinatn. Yr.

2018

Yr 9
(Th4)

Total

Yr)

2

1

1
3

1

0

2
22

1
15

1
17

3
22

1
11

0
8

n.a
0
0
13

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

1

2010

1
15

11
139

Row 6 shows that in 2010, the Archdiocese will ordain 1 priest, and none in 2011 and
2012. Seven priests would have been ordained by the end of 2016. The output of
priests by the Tamale Archdiocese by 2018 is not expected to exceed 11. In the light
of the desire for home-grown priests and the need to build more parishes, the output of
priests would need to be augmented through an immediate drive for this vocation.
3.5.3 Opportunities
Opportunities open to the Church include the presence of NGOs with whom there can
be collaboration on peace and development. There is somewhat ironically it would
appear, some scope for evangelizing a section of the large and youthful
Muslimpopulation. This is because many of these youths have broken out of the
traditional barriers of Islamand are no longer militant. There is also a large and rich
pool of human resources within the Church but outside the Archdiocese that can be
tapped.
3.5.4 Threats
The Church faces threats from unexpected conflicts in its environment. Mobility is
limited and trust is lost among even people who are close to each other.Occasional
attacks from elements belonging to radicalized faiths cannot be entirely ruled out. The
livelihoods of many poor people are also threatened by high levels of degradation of
the environment including actions that cause a scarcity of water. Several faiths also
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feel under threat from the Church, and respond with sometimes aggressive messages
using wild propaganda machineries.If threats from Christian groups are not viewed
entirely negatively, it might be possible to turn them into opportunities for collaboration.
Continued dialogue and ecumenical relations, peace initiatives and the use of
unobtrusive evangelization approaches will help eliminate or minimize thereligious
threats.
Government policies on education and health present a special threat, with Catholic
schools, for example having been all but taken over, with the rampant transfers of
catholic teachers away from these schools. Statistics show that the percentage of
Catholic teachers in Catholic schools (41%) is lower than that of Muslim teachers
(44%). Unless measures such as expanding facilities for training catholic teachers are
taken alongside the provision of more Catholic schools, this situation will worsen. To
theseincreasingly national policy and management threats, only a coordinated national
response by the Church would appear to be appropriate. However, a robust response
from the Archdiocese would be an important reaction. The kind of response that might
be useful is discussed in Box 1.The analysis in Table 7 suggests the need for a
determined action by the Archdiocese to take full control of its schools and health
institutions and, if necessary, operate them on a policy of full-cost recovery to ensure
sustainability.
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Box 1: Results of Strategic Analysis of Education and Health Policies
The analysis in this box concerns the choices to make in determining a suitable
policy to guide the Church in its dealings with the government over the control of its
institutions. The analysis is conducted in the context of educational institutions but
applies equally to health institutions of the Church.
There appear to be 3 basic options for the choice of a policy to guide the
Archdiocese. These are outlined in Table 7 with their advantages and
disadvantages to the Archdiocese. The 3 policy options or strategies are entered in
rows 1, 2 and 3 of Column 1 of the table; their advantages in the corresponding
rows of column 2 and their disadvantages in the corresponding rows of Column 3.
The choice of a preferred option is based on the judgment made with respect to the
balance between the advantages and disadvantages.
The 3 options available to the Church are to maintain the status quo (Option 1), to
hand over the facilities and entire management to the government (Option 2), and
finally, for the Archdiocese to retain full control of the facilities (Option 3).
It is the practice (and policy) of the government and the Education Ministry/Ghana
Education Service (GES) to control institutions which enjoy subsidies in the form of
teachers’ remuneration and other kinds of support. In terms of management, the
fact of primary ownership by the Church is irrelevant to the government authority
and the affected school may be run as if it were government or publicly-owned.
This is the status quo situation in the analysis.
As the Table shows, the Church loses its power to run its own school if it allows the
GES to determine policies and take management decisions because of the support
it provides. The analysis suggests that the appropriate action to take is to keep the
control and management of the school away from the GES. The Church may
eventually decide to keep its school and charge fees that would at least cover the
costs of delivering education. This is equivalent to option 3 in the table.
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TABLE 7: STRATEGIC ANALYSIS OF EDUCATION (AND HEALTH POLICIES)
Options
Option 1: Features
Government provides
support to Churchowned and managed
facility;

Option 2:
Features
Church hands over
facility to
Government, granting
full control

Option 3:
Features
Church retains full
ownership of facility
with no government
assistance

Advantages
Church retains a
measure of control;
charges are quite low
compared
to
a
situation of full-cost
recovery;
poorfriendly
admissions
and access to many
possible;
promotes
public goodwill for
Church; educational
quality is higher than
in public schools;
Government takes up
significant part of
costs
(e.g.
staff
salaries
andutilities);Cost
burden on Church
reduced.
No cost burden on
the Church; Low cost
public policy kept;
access maintained for
the poor

Disadvantages
Low cost recovery, Gov’t
not fully able to maintain
facilities and thus low
sustainability and upkeep
still burdensome to Church;
undue government
interference such as
transfers of Catholic
teachers; personnel from
other faiths heading
Church schools;

Remarks
Not
recommended
if a complete
reversal of
government
control cannot
be achieved.
Attitudes of
Government
officials
increasingly
suggest this
option is
unlikely to
favour the
Church.

Responsibility for
educational content is lost
by the Church; no power to
enforce religious education;
no influence on educational
performance; loss of assets
and rights; loss of
educational quality

Not
Recommended

Full responsibility for
educational content
and quality; freedom
to introduce religious
education, long-term
sustainability a
realistic option;

Loss of government
subsidy;
Full responsibility for costrecovery, access to the
very poor could be difficult,
special arrangements
needed o educate the poor;
public goodwill may
disappear; high teacher
turnover may occur even
among Catholics, Catholic
Education Service may be
necessary,

Would result in
full government
control over
what it does not
own , and lead
to truncation of
catholic
education for
good.
Recommended
Would demand
determination ,
but good quality
will sell, and
special offers
can be made to
help poor but
capable
children
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3.6 Description of the Proposed Organisational Structure and Functions
In the proposed Organizational Structure which is described in Annex 1, the
Archbishop assisted by the Vicar-General heads the Archdiocese. There are two main
functional components reflecting the mission of the Archdiocese, namely, Pastoral
Development and Human Development. The Financial Administrator is in a staff
position, but occupies a third and important area of responsibility. The 2 directors and
the Administrator will report directly to the Archbishop. Functions relating toPersonnel,
Priests, Religious and Missionary work will be discharged by the Vicar-General.
(Advisory bodies to the Archbishop i.e. Councils, Colleges and Advisors are not
represented here).
The Director for Pastoral Development is central to the proposed structure. This is to
stress the focus of the Strategic Plan on pastoral objectives. His main role is to direct
policy, coordinate and supervise the functions of the Directors of a) Vocations; b)
Pastoral Care, Evangelization and Catechesis; and c) Laity.
The Director for Human Development will develop policy, manage and supervise three
coordinators who are to be in charge of a) Education and Health; b) Justice, Peace,
Inter-religious Dialogue and Social Communications; and c) Investment and Welfare
Projects and Programmes. He will also have responsibility for developing the human
and financial resources, monitoring and evaluation performance in all areas of the
work of the Church.
Units making up the first 2 functional areas under Human Development already exist,
but would need revision to strengthen their policy directions, and in the case of the
second functional area, (which will be essentially to promote peace among
communities and improve religious relations) eliminate an apparent duplication of
roles and activities. The Human Development department will work towards a
favourable and sustainable educational and health policy environment for the Church.
Functions under Investment and Welfare would entail a mandate to promote incomegenerating investments for Church development, assist poor communities through
advocacy and institutional networking, and further the self-reliance objectives of the
Church.
Any new structure should aim at being lean and functional in terms of departmental
collaboration, institutional linkages and cost-effectiveness. The structure just described
is guided by these objectives, and likely to involve a lean staff for the Human
development department possibly with just a Director, a Secretariat and 3 unit heads.
The discussion in this Chapter provides the platform for the Archdiocese to pursue a
set of durable long-term objectives as the basis of its Strategic Plan, which is the
subject of Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE STRATEGIC ACTION PROGRAMMES
4.1 Introduction
The Strategic Plan consists of programmes, which are made up of the 5 long-term
objectives and their corresponding strategies, goalsand activities.These are the socalledStrategic Action Programmes (or programme components).Together, they
represent a consistent hierarchy of operational relationships rooted in the mission of
the Archdiocese.
Each programme component presents a complete set of strategies, goals, activities,
implementationprocesses and expected outputs based on its long-term objective. The
Strategic Action Programmes are summarized in Action Plans in the Annex section.
The detailed implementation activities for all the activities of the Plan are consolidated
later in a computer-generated Implementation Plan placed at the end of the document.
4.2 Long-Term Objectives and Strategies Of the Plan
The long-term objectives address evangelization and the spread of the Church, the
promotion of self-reliance, improvement in the performance of Church institutions and
welfare of the people. These objectives are:
Objective 1: To vigorously expand the presence of the Church
Objective 2:To develop and sustain the spirit and practice of self reliance and
ownership of the Church by the local people
Objective 3: To improve the infrastructure and impact of church institutions
andpersonnel
Objective 4: To make a significant contribution to the attainment of a peaceful,
safe and secure environment
Objective 5: To enhance the economic well-being of the people of the
Archdiocese
Table 8 summarises the major goals that accompany each long-term objective. These
goals aim to respond to the issues identified through the analysis of the environment,
structure and activities of the Church, and are further specified as measurable outputs
in Table 9. The Action Plans for the Objectives and goals are set out in Annexes 2.12.5, and described in section 4.3.
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TABLE 8: SUMMARY OF STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND GOALS
Long –Term
Objective
To vigorously
expand the presence
of the Church

Goals






To develop and
sustain the spirit and
practice of self
reliance and
ownership of the
Church by the local
people








To improve the
infrastructure and
impact of church
institutions
andpersonnel







To make a significant
contribution to the
attainment of a
peaceful, safe and
secure environment
To enhance the
economic well-being
of the people











To increase the number of parishes by 6 by 2016
To increase the number of pastoral agents
To reach unevangelized communities/populations
To intensify the drive for active participation of the laity in
evangelization
To undertake effective evangelization of the indigenous population
Define and apply clear-cut roles and responsibilities in the entire
hierarchy
Enforce standards of transparency and accountability in all affairs
Institute measures of thrift in the management and use of financial
and other resources in all institutions of the Church
Adopt sustainable measures to systematically reduce reliance on
external sources of support
Identify local sources of support to replace external sources
Establish the preparation of Action Plans Budgets and Annual
Reports by all institutions
To enhance the quality and effectiveness of personnel
To provide adequate resources and management systems
Adopt cost-recovery mechanisms for essential service interventions
Introduce a comprehensive system of staff selection and
appointment
Establish performance contracts with appropriate job descriptions,
specifications appraisal systems and service conditions
Undertake periodic staff reviews and training needs assessment
Create opportunities for staff development and training
Improve intervention strategies, resources and capacities of
institutions for peace
Develop collaborative linkages and networks with other peace and
development actors

Develop modalities to precede human development work with the
preaching of the Word
Minimize direct intervention in human development programmes
Develop advocacy roles and mechanisms as the means for
promoting human development
Introduce empowerment and self-reliance as the basis for
livelihood assistance
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4.3Description of Programme Components
This section describes each of the 5 programme components that make up the
Strategic Plan. In each case the description sets out under separate headings the
long-term objective, goals, strategies, activities and outputs.
4.3.1Programme Component 1
4.3.1.1Long-term Objective: To vigorously expand the presence of the Church
The slow growth of the Church in terms of people converting to the faith is far from
consistent with the development benefits it has passed on over the years. It is believed
that this is largely due to the lack of real presence in the majority of places where the
Church could have been established.
The objective is therefore primarily to rectify the situation of small and inadequate
numbers and distribution of pastoral agents and parishes, and the consequences of
the low numbers of faithful in most parishes, their poor formation, as well as the failure
of the Church to maintain a permanent presence wherever it is introduced.
It is projected that from about 2018, the Archdiocese will produce between 4 and 5
priests annually. There are about 15 aspirants to the priesthood under observation, of
whom 3 are University graduates. Efforts will be intensified to ordain a satisfactory
number of priests every year.
The objective also aims to remove the inability of pastoral agents to engage people in
small communities where they can form Christian communities to carry out primary
evangelization that may eventually lead to the formation of new parishes. It is also a
call to greater speed and urgency in the effort to expand the Church.
4.3.1.2Strategies
The main strategies for realizing this objective are:
i.

The identification and training of suitable people as pastoral agents including
priests, catechists, and lay leaders through workshops, prayer sessions;

ii.

The on-going formation of the laity through workshops, retreats, recollection
and familiarization with the Word of God

iii.

The establishment of parishes

iv.

The upgrading of formation centres

v.

The development of small communities with the training of their own leaders

vi.

The reactivation of Church societies such as the Legion of Mary

vii.

The remuneration and provision of incentives to critical pastoral agents, and
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viii.

The mobilization of funds and other resources to build churches and to cover
parish operating.

Although some of these strategies may already apply, the Church will inject a new
spirit and dynamism into its efforts, and approach these strategies with a renewed faith
and commitment. In so doing it will give meaning to the expression “vigorously” in the
statement of the objective.
4.3.1.3Goals
The goals of this objective are:







To accelerate the growth of parishes with 6 new parishes by 2016 (from 2013 to
2016)
To produce a minimum of 5 priests annually from 2019 onwards
To train at least 20 catechists every 2 years and 50 prayer leaders every 3
years from January 2011 onwards
To reach a minimum number of new communities with the Word annually
To intensify the drive for active lay participationin evangelization
Undertake effective evangelization of the indigenous population

The goals of this objective aim at the development of 6 new parishes by 2016 starting
from 2013, the training of a number of pastoral agents every 2-3 years, the
establishment of small Christian communities annually, each with its own set of
leaders, and a focus on the evangelization of the indigenous population as a means of
bringing about a greater presence of the Church among the people. This objective will
respond to the need for the Church to grow more rapidly and also more steadfastly. It
will aim to firm up the roots of evangelization once introduced into communities.
4.3.1.4Activities
The activities for the above objective and goals relate to the formation and training of
catechists, extraordinary ministers, prayer leaders and the laity. In addition, the Church
will build new parishes, upgrade formation houses and develop recreation facilities for
the youth.
It will hold several training programmes and activities at the parish level, establish
small Christian communities, undertake vocation drives, school and home visitations. It
will enforce deanery retreats and meetings, and the reporting of parish activities.
Also included in the activities are fund-raising campaigns, acquiring modern
communication equipment and power units (such as generators) and carrying out
video and radio evangelization. The activities will be spiced with social and
entertainment activities, and youth camps will also be held.
4.3.1.5Implementation
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The majority of the activities to be carried out are low budget activities that can be
initiated almost immediately. In practice, most of them will commence at the beginning
of January 2010, although the Plan will officially come into being in January
2011.Many activities, once begun will be on-going throughout the period of the Plan.
Activities that will involve a substantial budget will include the building of churches,
formation houses, the provision of youth centres, and the acquisition of generators,
video and radio equipment. With the exception of the youth recreational facilities,
these activities will be delayed until funds have been realized for their implementation,
and will provisionally be carried out from year 3.
4.3.1.6 Expected Outputs
The results to be achieved from implementing the planned activities include:
i.

30 candidates identified for the Seminary by December 2010

ii.

20 candidates admitted as Seminarians at St. Victor’s by December 2011

iii.

50 Priests ordained by December 2020

iv.

10 Formation Centres upgraded by December 2020

v.

30 workshops held for 1000 persons by December 2020

vi.

new parishes built by December 2016, and 12 by Dec. 2020

vii.

60% of all parish and Archdiocesan capital development costs internallygenerated

viii.

400 new Christian communities established by 2020 (5 communities per parish
per year)

4.3.2 Programme Component 2
4.3.2.1Long-term Objective:To develop and sustain the spirit and practice of self
reliance and ownership of the Church by local people
This objective stems from concern about the historically high level of dependency of
the Archdiocese on foreign benefactors, which is partly a reflection of the conditions of
poverty in the Archdiocese. Recent indications are that such support will no longer be
available. Under this objective, the Church will look within itself for its future growth
and activities. It will consider what resources it can organize from its own faithful,
where it can make savings and where it can undertake income generating investment.
It will inculcate the spirit of self-reliance throughout the entire church structures down
to the parishes and their communities so that the Church can become truly locally
owned.
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4.3.2.2Strategies
The main strategies are
i.

Preparation of job descriptions, performance contracts and review of
organogram of archdiocese

ii.

Institute periodic audits of all church institutions and preparation of annual
parish reports

iii.

Develop guidelines for the use of financial and material resources

iv.

Establish the practice of resource pooling

v.

Institute measures for promoting income generating ventures for the church

vi.

Establish monitoring and evaluation systems

4.3.2.3 Goals
The goals of this objective are:








Define and apply clear-cut roles and responsibilities in the entire hierarchy
Enforce standards of transparency and accountability in all affairs
Institute measures of thrift in the management and use of financial and other
resources in all institutions of the Church
Adopt sustainable measures to systematically reduce reliance on external
sources of support
Identify local sources of support to replace external sources
Adopt sustainable measures to systematically reduce reliance on external
sources of support
Establish the preparation of Action Plans Budgets and Annual Reports by all
institutions

The objective and goals of this programme component are to develop the Church into
a self-reliant one, capable of funding the majority of its operations and development
initiatives. This objective implies that the Church will in due time break its reliance on
external sources of support and depend almost entirely on its own resources for its
growth. All institutions, most especially the parishes will become largely selfsupporting. The Archdiocese considers self-reliance as a condition in which
parishes are able to fully fund their local activities as well as about 60% of their
capital developments such as building a church or community hallfrom their own
resources
4.3.2.4 Activities
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To achieve self-reliance, the Church will develop its organisqational and management
structures; institute a programme of annual auditing of its institutions; develop and
apply guidelines for the mobilization and use of resources; train special personnel to
engage in identifying, writing-up and promoting viable, long-term investment projects
to generate income; and harmonize the plans and operations of various units to
promote institutional synergy. Annually, the Archdiocese and parishes will also prepare
budgets and set revenue targets.
4.3.2.5 Implementation
The emphasis of this component is on the curia and members of the parishes. This
component will be implemented through an organizational review of the office of the
Archbishop and the parishes.
4.3.2.6 Expected Outputs
i.

Internally-generated funds realized to cover at least 40% of Archdiocesan and
Parish budgets by December 2012 and 60% by December 2016:

ii.

Project proposals finalized for 3 major Archdiocesan investments by Dec. 2010

iii.

One major Archdiocesan investment project investment realized with secured
funding by Dec. 2012;

iv.

One project implemented per parish for income by Dec. 2011;

v.

Key

development

and

service

departments

identified,

Archdiocesan

Organizational Structure developed, jobs described and specified with
accompanying contracts by June 2010;
vi.

Submission of Annual Reports by key departments established by Dec. 2010

vii.

Quarterly Financial Reporting practiced by all parishes by Dec. 2010;

viii.

Guidelines the use of financial and other resources developed by June 2010
and adopted by departments and parishes by December 2010;

ix.

Three-year budgets prepared by all institutions by June 2010 and harmonized
by Dec. 2010;

x.

Self-help approaches to parish development adopted by all parishes by Dec.
2011;

xi.

Monitoring and Evaluation Systems developed and adopted by all institutions by
Dec. 2010

4.3.3 Programme Component 3
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4.3.3.1Long-term Objective:To improve the infrastructure and impact of church
institutions andpersonnel
The Archdiocese has a number of institutions established for various causes. These
include DEPSOCOM, the Catholic Guest House; the Pastoral Centre, the Centre for
Inter-Religious Dialogue, TADO, the Youth Centre, and a number of Human
Development Programmes that include agricultural activities, schools, clinics, and
water dams. Many of these outfits confront important issues of staffing, funding, policy
or legal status affecting their sustainability. Moreover, evidence suggests that there is
little collaboration and cooperation among these units, to the detriment of the overall
development work of the Church. There are also policy challenges in the education
and health sectors that must be addressed.
Through this objective, the Archdiocese will evaluate its institutions in order to
determine their value to the Archdiocese, and assess the scope for cooperation and
collaboration. At the same time, under this objective, the capacity of the existing staff
will be examined, and important issues affecting education and health investments
addressed.

4.3.3.2 Strategies
The main strategies are


Evaluate institutional capacities and effectiveness



Give further training courses, refresher courses, seminars, and short courses to
build capacity.



Create the office of Human Resource Director, provide motivation and improved
condition of service etc.



Offer the human development interventions through an NGO registered by the
Church



Survey, Register and Value lands and other properties



Promote profitable ventures.



Establish staff selection guidelines and criteria.



Adopt staff development strategies such as Mentoring, Coaching, Role
Rotation, Job description, Renewal of Contract, Staff Annual Development and
Assessment Plan.



Undertake periodic staff reviews and training needs assessment.
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Provide a distinction between Charity and Business.



Apply competitive charges for economic services.



Constitute a Policy Task Force on Education and Health development

4.3.3.3 Goals
The goals of this objective are:










To provide a new office and residential accommodation and facilities for the
Archbishop and the Archdiocesan Secretariat
To establish an effectively functioning and well-resourced administration and
management in all institutions
To provide education and health services on a sustainable basis
To make all Catholic educational and health institutions fully owned and
managed by the Church
To increase the availability and quality of catholic teachers in catholic schools
To enhance the quality and effectiveness of personnel
Introduce a comprehensive system of staff selection and appointment
Create opportunities for staff development and training
Adopt cost-recovery mechanisms for essential service interventions

4.3.3.4 Activities
The goals of this objective concern improving the overall impact of the Church. The
activities relate to developing the infrastructure of the Archdiocesan secretariat;
streamlining and strengthening of both the institutions and staff of the church towards
greater economy and effect; acquiring, maintaining and monitoring the performance of
a core of carefully chosen personnel; ensuring a cost-recovery approach to the
provision of services and facilities including education and health; making greater use
of advocacy mechanisms in the pursuit of welfare for the people.
The Church will also establish guidelines, targets and standards of performance for all
economic ventures, and set criteria to make a distinction between charity and cost
recovery objectives. It will also identify an estates specialist to carry out the valuation
and registration of all lands and buildings.
The activities include the construction of a new residence for the Archbishop and a
secretariat to bring all departments within close reach; the development of proposals
and proposal writing skills; the mobilization of resources internally and externally to
implement key aspects of the objective; institutional restructuring and the identification
key portfolios; staff evaluation, training and appointments; and the development of a
museum to preserve the rich heritage of the Archdiocese.
The archdiocese will also build more educational institutions, including a
TrainingCollege for Teachers. The Archdiocese will carry out a comprehensive review
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of its staff selection processes, create a human resource directorate, develop
performance contracts for its personnel, and develop new staff conditions of service.
4.3.3.5 Implementation
The most critical activities and also those with potentially the highest cost are resettling
the Archbishop and providing him with a good secretariat to become effectively
functioning. It is planned that these activities be accomplished in the first 5 years, with
the Archbishop’s residence completed by the end of year 2.

Another important cost component of this objective is the restructuring of the existing
departments to become more relevant and effective.
This will entail the design of fresh objectives, scopes and operational and collaborative
relationships in line with the self-reliance objective of the Archdiocese.

4.3.3.6 Expected Outputs
i.

Guidelines for staff selection and appointments developed by October 2010

ii.

Office of Human Resource Director created and taken up by December 2010;

iii.

New Residence for the Archbishop in place by January 2012

iv.

Archdiocesan Secretariat in place by Dec. 2013

v.

A fully functional TrainingCollege established and functioning by January 2020

vi.

Catholic Education Service created by January 2020

vii.

An Educational Fund and Scholarship Programme established by December
2012

viii.

A Health Board and Service established and functioning by January 2013

ix.

St. Lucy’s clinic fully staffed and operational by December 2011

x.

Education and Health Policies in place and functional by June 2013

xi.

All Catholic institutions fully owned and managed by the Church by December
2012

xii.

All Archdiocesan lands duly surveyed, valued and registered, together with all
other landed properties by December 2013

xiii.

NGO for development established and functioning by June 2011

xiv.

Monthly management meetings and inter-departmental reporting formalized by
Jan. 2011;
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xv.

Modalities for cost-recovery, profitabilityand performance criteria for all
interventions and projects set up and implemented by June 2012;

xvi.

Guidelines and principles to regulate development interventions in place and
functioning by June 2012;

xvii.

Performance indicators established for assessing outputs of projects and
personnel by Dec. 2010;

xviii.

Basis for Monitoring and Evaluation of impacts established for various
interventions by Dec. 2010;

xix.

Directives given for project and staff performance evaluation results to be made
available by end of December every year by June 2010.

4.3.4Programme Component 4
4.3.4.1 Long-Term Objective: To make a significant contribution to the
attainment of a peaceful, safe and secure environment
More than any other factor, it is possible that the most important deterrent to
development in the Archdiocese currently is the prospect of conflict, and it has indeed
been suggested that future planning might consider conflict situations. However, it also
true that efforts to promote peace have been fruitful and should be encouraged. This is
an indication of the vital role that peace efforts are likely to play in the future.
This objective aims to secure and intensify the valuable efforts the church has been
making in order to promote an atmosphere of safety and security.
4.3.4.2 Strategies
The main strategies are
o Direct intervention through workshops, targeting the people of locality.
o Direct intervention by post conflict support.
o Preach in the church
o Recreational activities (games, picnics)
o Formation of peace negotiations teams in all the parishes.
o Collaboration with agencies like NCCE, WANEP/GHANEP.
o Collaboration with Regional Peace Council
o

Alternative Dispute Resolution Initiative.
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o

Resource DEPSOCOM and redirect them to carry out their core mandate.

4.3.4.3 Goals
The goals of this objective are:




Improve intervention strategies, resources and capacities of institutions for
peace
Develop collaborative linkages and networks with other peace and development
actors
Make peace activities operational at the parishes

4.3.4.4 Activities
The Church is regarded as an impartial peace observer and negotiator and carries a
good measure of respectability and confidence into the activities it will follow to
achieve the goals of this objective. Its activities are based on strengthening its direct
intervention approaches and promoting collaborative linkages to achieve peace.
The activities for reaching the goals include training workshops, carrying out peace
education from the platform of the altar, building peace institutions (centres?) in all
parishes, engaging the youth in special activities, holding durbars for chiefs and
opinion leaders, establishing early-warning systems to predict conflicts, and taking proactive, pre-emptive actions to prevent the occurrence of conflicts. The Church will
report regularly on its peace initiative and update its strategies periodically. It will
develop and disseminate simple materials and messages to communicate ideas about
peace in the local context.
4.3.4.5 Implementation
The Church has a well-developed peace centre in the capital from which peace
activities will be conducted. This centre is well recognized by all stakeholders.
Expansion of its activities will entail procuring additional equipment for rapid
communication, laying on more expertise and considerably increasing the presence of
peace builders. It will also entail improving the speed of mobility and action of peace
builders so that they can respond quickly to urgent situations.
The most significant cost components will be the means of mobility and
communication; the development, reproduction and dissemination of peace-building
materials; and the recruitment, training and the upkeep of permanent and voluntary
peace-builders.

4.3.4.6 Expected Outputs


Improved intervention strategies for peace developed, adopted, disseminated
and made operational by December 2011;
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Resources mobilized for new strategies by December 2012;
More peace operators trained, provided with logistics and positioned by Jan.
2013;
Linkages and networks with other peace institutions developed and operational
by December 2012
Peace Committees established in all parishes by June 2011
Role of DEPSOCOM clarified by Dec. 2011.

4.3.5 Programme Component 5
4.3.5.1 Long-TermObjective: To enhance the economic well-being of the people
This objective aims to give expression to the human formation aspiration of the
mission. It recognizes the responsibility of the Archdiocese towards the material
welfare of the people it seeks to evangelize, which it will seek to do through
empowerment. Through this objective, the Church will promote education and
knowledge of one’s environment as the bedrock of economic well-being so that there
can be less dependency on benevolence as a means of sustenance. People will be
given the confidence to depend more on themselves for their survival. Emphasis will
be given to creating access and linkages for the poor.
4.3.5.2 Strategies
The strategies to be adopted for these goals are to:
Adopt community entry and animation approaches
Improve upon presentation of the Word of God and values of the Church.
Intensify development education, Sensitization and Advocacy
Partner NGOs to develop capacity of front-line staff in advocacy skills
Collaborate with other relevant bodies and development partners
Introduce business education of the people
Assist communities to access their needs including credit
Plan capital investment activities for the Church
Promote the establishment of Credit Unions in the parishes
Address the dilemma of the church being trapped between charity and profits
4.3.5.3 Goals
The goals of this objective are: To
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Develop modalities to precede human development work with the preaching of
the Word
Develop advocacy roles and mechanisms as the means for promoting human
development
Minimize direct intervention in human development programmes
Introduce empowerment and self-reliance as the basis for livelihood
assistance

4.3.5.4 Activities
The activities to support the main objective and goals involve helping communities to
recognize their local production and development potentials; building on existing local
production and entrepreneurial capacities among the communities in line with local
possibilities; undertaking advocacy for promoting development assistance to poor
communities; identifying and disseminating knowledge and technologies for local
peoples; sensitizing public institutions to their development responsibilities towards the
poor, and monitoring the provision of services to deserving poor communities.
4.3.5.5 Implementation
Through the activities described above, the role of the Archdiocese in development will
change from the hitherto direct intervention with socio-economic facilities and services
which were provided either free or at below cost-recovery to one of advocacy and
empowerment of local people. In this way they will acquire by themselves the means
to procure the services they need. The Church will move towards promoting the
interests of local people by advocating their cause with government and public
institutions which fail to provide services to them in the amount and quality they
deserve.
This implementation strategy will significantly reduce the cost of development
interventions by the Archdiocese and lower the amount of human, financial and other
resources to be deployed. It will also demand less project management and
administrative expertise and encourage local people to develop a stronger spirit of
self-reliance.
4.3.5.6 Expected Outputs
i.

Modalities to precede human development work with the preaching of the Word
developed by June 2010;

ii.

Direct intervention in human development programmes minimized by Dec.2010:

iii.

Advocacy roles and mechanisms formulated to promoting human development
by Dec. 2010;

iv.

Empowerment and self-reliancestrengthened as the basis for livelihood
assistance by Dec 2010;
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4.4 Description of Action Plans
There are 5 Action Plans for the 5 long-term objectives of the Strategic Plan. These
are presented in Annexes 2.1 to 2.5. Each Action Plan sets out the Goals or Specific
Objectives of the long-term objective, the strategies for achieving them, the agency or
person responsible for carrying out the defined functions and the period within which
the functions should be implemented.
The Action Plans serve the purpose of outlining the main functions of the Strategic
Plan, how, by whom and when they may be executed. They provide implementation
guidelines and are of particular use to those who will exercise particular
responsibilities and their supervisors.
The objectives stated in column 1 of the Action Plan are the goals identified for the
long-term objectives. The strategies in the second column are general descriptions of
the approaches by which the goals will be achieved. These strategies were detailed
out in section 4.3. Those identified as being responsible for various actions will usually
be in charge of departments or units which currently exist in the Archdiocesan
organization. These heads may be supported in their functions by heads of other
departments, and hence the column for “supporting unit” in the Table. The period of
implementation refers to the start and completion dates for the actions.
With regard to the objective of expanding the presence of the Church, the actions
dwell mainly on formation of pastors through education and training, development of
churches and formation centres, establishing small Christian communities and
mobilizing funds. These actions will begin formally in January 2011, which is when
implementation of this Plan will start. Annex 2.1 shows that some actions under this
objective will be accomplished in the short term, while others will not commence until
2013 (e.g. building churches). Still others such as establishing Christian communities,
once started, will continue.
The other Action Plans follow a similar general pattern, but exhibit peculiar features on
account of the nature of actions. For example Annex 2.3 on improving the
infrastructure and impact of the Church has several actions dealing with development
of new physical and organizational structures. The key actions will all be accomplished
by 2013.
The major actors of the Action Plans are the Directors of Pastorals, Vocation,
Formation, Parish Priests and Presidents of parish Councils, the Development
Coordinator and heads of departments and units of the Archdiocese, and the Justice
and Peace Commission.
A composite Implementation Plan of all the activities of the Strategic Plan is presented
in Annex 3 and described in Section 5.
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4.5 Strategic Components of the Plan
The attainment of all the outputs described above will result in the following 5 Strategic
Components or corresponding outputs of the long-term objectives of the Strategic
Plan:
Table 9: Strategic Components and Long-Term Objectives
Strategic Component
Long-Term Objective
Component One: An
presence of the Church

expanded Objective 1: To vigorously expand the
presence of the Church

Component Two: A locally-owned Objective 2: To develop and sustain
Church sustained by the spirit and the spirit and practice of self reliance
practice of self reliance
and ownership of the Church by the
local people

Component Three: A Church with Objective 3: To improve the
improved infrastructure, personnel and infrastructure and impact of Church
impact
institutions andpersonnel

Component Four: A significant Objective 4: To make a significant
contribution made towards a peaceful, contribution to the attainment of a
safe and secure environment
peaceful, safe and secure environment

Component Five: The economic well- Objective 5: To enhance the
being of the people of the Archdiocese economic well-being of the people of
enhanced
the Archdiocese
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CHAPTER FIVE
5.0 IMPLEMENTATION
5.1Activities and Time-Scale of the Implementation Plan
The Strategic Plan sets out a number of outputs to be achieved within specific periods.
These outputs are related to short, medium and long-term objectives. Short-term
objectives have a span of 2 years, medium-term objectives are to be achieved from 3
to 5 years, and long-term objectives will be achieved after 5 years. A table that
summarises the expected outputs over the 10 years of the Plan is presented below
(See Table 10).
Annex 3 is a 10-year Composite Implementation Plan of all the activities that will go
into delivering the outputs. The implementation plan is in the form of a bar chart in
which the periods are proportional to the length of the bars. The scale of the chart is
condensed into years, and each activity has a number which occupies the first column.
The first column lists the implementation activities. The second column shows the
implementation period.The last part of the plan shows the timing of the activities.
Information on the person responsible for each activity is also displayed alongside the
activity bar. On-going activities such as formation of Small Christian Communities
appear as extended solid bars. Recurring activities such as workshops held annually
for short periods are indicated by broken bars.
The key persons who will implement the plan are the Archbishop, the Pastoral
Director, Vocational Director, Parish Priests and the Development Coordinator. The
Archbishop will determine which parishes should be built, facilitate the acquisition of
funds to build new infrastructure (such as the Secretariat and Archbishop’s residence),
and institutions (such as schools and TrainingCollege), and appoint priests and key
staff positions. He will also set up the educational and health councils and initiate the
return of Catholic institutions to the management of the Church. He will give directives
for the initiation of various policy actions such as annual budgeting and reporting, and
prescribe criteria for and adherence to, the self-reliance objectives of the Church.
The Vocational Director will among other activities attract people into the vocations
and support the identification and training of new priests. The Pastoral Director, and in
the case of the youth, the Youth Coordinator, will see to several training and formation
activities, including workshops and retreats.
The Development Coordinator will implement several activities in connection with the
restructuring of institutions, the establishment of operational guidelines, the
development and implementation of project proposals, an the acquisition of funds for a
number of initiatives. He will also organize training in advocacy to improve people’s
welfare.
As is shown in the implementation plan, the Development Coordinator will rely on
External Advisors in discharging some of the activities for which he will be responsible,
such as designing the functions and roles of institutions and their staff, and institutional
restructuring.
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The activities tend to be fairly well distributed between the short-term, medium term,
and long-term periods. The fact that there is no obvious concentration of activities
within any of these three planning periods would help prevent devoting too much
attention and resources to any given year. This should facilitate overall
implementation.
The short-term activities relate mostly to institutional restructuring, staffing,
improvement of the resource base and the introduction of guidelines and procedures
to enhance institutional performance. The medium-term activities deal largely with the
development of infrastructure and the pursuit of new policy frameworks and regulatory
bodies for the social institutions, especially in education and health. The long-term
activities ending in 2020 are usually formation and training workshops or
evangelization activities, but a few involve the development of additional church
infrastructure and social institutions.Several activities, once begun, remain on-going or
recurring till the end of the plan period.
5.1.1Three-Year Annual Implementation Plan
Annex 4 presents a 3-Yr. Annual Implementation Plan from January 2011 to
December 2013 in which the yearly period for the first 3 years has been rescaled and
decompressed into the 4 quarters of the year. The purpose is to facilitate identification
of the time-scale for implementing the activities for that period. Although, the official
start date for implementing the Strategic Plan is 2011, it also covers activities which
may be undertaken during 2010, most of which are either a continuation of on-going
activities or their intensification, and would not need any special resources to run.

5.2Budgeting and Mobilization of Resources
The Plan period is from January 2011 to December 2020, a period of 10 years. The
Plan allows for an Activation period of approximately 1 year, from January to
December 2010. During this time, efforts will be devoted to mobilizing resources for
implementation. The activities during this period have already been described.
The cost of the Strategic Plan has not been estimated. It would require additional work
involving the design and costing of structures for accommodation, offices, school and
college buildings, equipment and other capital procurements, an assessment of
staffing levels and costs, assessment of the cost of consultancies for institutional
restructuring, training, criteria-setting, monitoring and evaluation and a number of other
activities. Most of these costs are far away in the future, and can best be developed as
implementation progresses.
In order of significance, the cost drivers of the Plan are buildings for a proposed
training college, offices and residential accommodation, church buildings, personnel
costs and organizational restructuring, which might entail payments for End of Service
benefits. It is significant that the evangelization costs per se are not among the main
cost drivers. Evangelization activities, mostly on-going, will therefore commence
before the end of the activation period.
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During activation, the Archdiocese will develop budgets for the first 2 to 3 years of the
Plan, including business plans for potential investments. These budgets will cover at
least the major cost components of the Plan.
5.2.1Availability of LocalHuman, Material and Physical Resources
The Archdiocese has three broad categories of resources it can make available to
implement the plan namely, human, and material, physical and financial resources.
The human and material resources and assets in terms of buildings and institutions
were mentioned in section 3.4 above as part of the review of the institutions and
activities of the Archdiocese.It was noted that the human resources availableinclude:





A number of pastoral agents namely, priests,non-priest religious and catechists
Specializations among clergy and religious
A number of lay faithful having a variety of capabilities
The population of Catholics in the Archdiocese

There is a core of pastoral agents who are experienced enough to carry out the
evangelization objectives without a large amount of resources.
Pastors have shown determination to encourage parishioners to make donations for
evangelization work. As pastors continue to work and show modesty, more
parishioners will be encouraged to donate.It is also the case that the more information
is given out about the finances of the parish the more committed parishioners will be
towards supporting future work. The Archdiocese is encouraging self-reliance and
financial discipline, and sets the example by not running deficit budgets annually.
One of the most important objectives of this Plan is to restructure institutions to make
them more useful and beneficial to the Church and people. Some benefits can accrue
from the application of physical resources, and for many activities, no new
infrastructure is needed. Some of the assets can yield direct income from their
operations or from their sale. Improved management of assets and efficiency of
personnel may in some cases result in increases in past contributions to the
Archdiocesan income. Furthermore, a number of actions in this Plan, such as
reviewing the educational and health policies, could lead to savings which can be
applied to implementing some activities. The policy of cost-recovery, if properly
enforced can release funds previously used as subsidies to institutions.
Land also remains a major asset which could facilitate implementation in a number of
ways. Investments that would require land can be easily implemented because of land
availability in very considerable amounts. The Archdiocesan Secretariat, the
Archbishop’s residence and the TrainingCollege, can all be located on readily
available land.
In spite of these measures, implementation of the Plan would require a range of
human resources and skills not currently readily available to the Church. These would
includeInstitutional Development experts to help restructure the institutions,
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departments and units; design administrative systems, procedures, roles and
responsibilities for key departments; and among other functions, establish staff
conditions of service, performance criteria, appraisal, monitoring and evaluation
guidelines for departments and staff.
Experts would also be needed to carry out staff training needs assessments and
conduct staff training, especially to develop capacity for project preparation and
proposal writing.It is expected that where skills cannot be found within the Church, the
Archdiocese would procure the services of experts from outside through contracting.
In implementing the Plan, the demand for human resources will be felt not only in its
quality but also in its numbers. Pastoral agents, well-formed members of the laity and
community development animators would be required in larger numbers than are
currently available to help prosecute the agenda for evangelization and self-reliance.
Trainers will be needed in sufficient numbers to assist inpreparingbasic
parish/community development project proposals and budgets.
Those who receive this training should have the capacity to cascade it in the
outstations and other places where evangelization and development are needed.
It has already been observed that there are churches, and institutions of training and
formation with some specialized personnel. Among these areDEPSOCOM, which is
engaged in peace-building, and the Centre for Inter-religious Dialogue. With some
augmentation in its facilities, the Archdiocese will make use of all these and other
assets such as land, vehicles and equipmentto implement the Plan.
5.2.2Availability of Local Financial Resources
The need for financial resources presents a special issue. The assets of the
Archdiocese, valued as at the year 2009, are estimated at GHC 1,971,253.00 (One
million, nine hundred and seventy one thousand, two hundred and fifty three Ghana
Cedis). The largestcomponents of this value include investments in St. Lucy’s clinic
and its staff accommodation of about GHC 232,000.00 (Two hundred and thirty-two
thousand Ghana Cedis), the Catholic Guesthouse (GHC140,000),the buildings of the
Water project (GHC136,000), and the OLA Cathedral (GHC130,000).
According to the provisional budget for 2009, the estimated Archdiocesanincome is
about GHC 236,000, compared to an estimated expenditure of about GHC 234,000,
leaving an estimated surplus of just above GHC 2,100.
The major sources of income other than Bank FDRs, are Ordinary Subsidy of GHC
43,000, Rent Income of about GHC 27,000, and Mission Appeals of GHC 24,000.The
major expenditure items are salaries and remuneration of GHC 48,000, bishop’s
activities, transport and maintenance.
The size of the Archdiocesan budget is not very large when set against the objectives
of the Strategic Plan, even though the activities will be implemented over a period of
10 years. The asset base as reviewed in section 3.4.2 appears to be too large in
relation to the size of rent income realized, and there might be scope for enlarging this
income through better costing and utilization of the Church’s assets and investments.
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This could be a major area of attention for the future to which strenuous efforts might
be devoted.
The local sources of income are low, consisting mainly of rent income. Much effort
would be required locally to assemble the financial resources to implement the Plan,
even if external support will be sought.
There appears to be no evidence of contributions to income from some of the assets
and investments made by the Archdiocese and reviewed above. Notably, there are no
incomes from the Water (Mechanical Workshop), the Catholic Guesthouse, and the
Pastoral Centre.
It has already been illustrated that these investments could generate significant
incomes. Also, some incomes from patient charges could be realized when the health
facilities at St. Lucy become operational, and a cost-recovery policy is put in place.
It is planned that in the very near future, and following a review of institutions of the
Archdiocese, a unit or department wouldbe tasked to write proposals to establish
income-generating investments. In the medium term, some of these investments may
be expected to contribute substantially towards the Archdiocesan budget.
When implementation of the Plan begins, parishes, departments and units would be
required to draw up 3-year budgets detailing the sources of planned incomes and
ensuring that planned expenditures are covered by locally-generated resources. With
time, some parishes might succeed in contributing part of their surpluses to the
Archdiocesan budget.An organizational readiness analysis suggests that the
Archdiocese is not able to carry out certain important components of the Plan on its
own resources. However, the Church is determined through this Plan to position itself
to become self-supporting in the future.
5.2.3Requirement and Use of External Resources
There are a number of cost components of the Strategic Plan that cannot, realistically,
be funded from internal resources. In addition to the Secretariat and residence for the
Archbishop more schools will be built, a TrainingCollege for teachers will be built and
other projects will be undertaken. For these, external support will be inevitable. The
inflow of external income will be a significant source, but the scheduling of
implementation makes allowance for this.
Among the cost of the Strategic Plan that cannot be reasonably funded from internal
resources are the building of the Secretariat and residence for the Archbishop, schools
and a TrainingCollege for teachers. For these and a number of other activities,
external support will be inevitable. Activities are included in the implementation plan for
this, and scheduling for the commencement of implementation makes a time
allowance for both outside and internal resources to be arranged. Moreover, as the
implementation Plan will show, the Church will raise revenues within the medium-term
from major income-earning ventures forming part of the Strategic Plan.
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5.3Monitoring and Evaluation
Table 10 summarises the key outputs of the Strategic Plan. These outputs will serve
as the indicators and targets for monitoring and evaluating implementation progress
and results.
The activities and outputs of the plan will be monitored by the use of indicators, and
the targets for the objectives. Based on progress and implementation conditions,
targets will be revised. An evaluation will be done of Key Performance Indicators on an
annual basis. These indicators will be identified for the major components o the Plan,
and will be the main basis for decision-making during implementation. A few of these
indicators are included in Table 3. Most performance indicators for this plan have yet
to be quantitatively specified, but this will be done before the plan is implemented.
In addition, a mid-term evaluation will be conducted at the end of 5 years to determine
if there is the need for a new strategic direction. At the end of 10 years a terminal
evaluation will also be done.
The Archdiocese will also ensure regular reporting of the activities of its parishes and
other institutions as a tool for management but also to determine how well the Plan is
implemented at the local level.
5.4 Activation of the Strategic Plan
Activation refers to pre-implementation activities before embarking on the activities of
the plan. Among the things that happen during the activation period are:
Appointing someone to lead the implementation planning

Setting up an implementation committee,

Assigning responsibilities to available personnel

Establishing timelines for accomplishing pre-implementation activities

Disseminating the plan and sensitizing stakeholders,

Positioning human, material and financial resources for initial implementation
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TABLE 10: SUMMARY OF MAIN TARGETS AND OUTPUTS OF THE PLAN
KEY TARGETS OF THE PLAN
Objective 1: Expand Presence of the Church
1. 30 candidates identified for the Seminary by December 2010
2. 10 candidates admitted as Seminarians at St. Victor’s by December
2011 and annually till 2020
3. 11 Priests ordained by December 2018;21 by 2020 and 5 annually after
4. 10 Formation Centres upgraded by December 2020
5. 300formation workshops held for 10,000 persons by December 2020
6. Six new parishes built by December 2016, and 12 by Dec. 2020
7. 400 new Christian communities established by 2020 (5 communities per
existing parish per year)
Objective 2: Promote the Spirit of Self-Reliance
8. Internally-generated funds realized to cover

at

least

40%

of

Archdiocesan and Parish budgets by December 2012 and 60% by
December 2013:
9. Project proposals finalized for 3 major Archdiocesan investments by
June 2011
10. Three major Archdiocesan investment projects realized with funding
securedand implementation commenced by Dec. 2011;
11. One project implemented per parish for income by Dec. 2011;
12. Key development and service departments identified, Archdiocesan
Organizational Structure developed, and key jobs described and
specified with accompanying contracts by March 2011;
13. Submission of Annual Reports by key departments established by June
2011
14. Quarterly Financial Reporting practiced by all parishes by Dec. 2011;
15. Guidelines for the use of financial and other resources developed by
March 2011 and adopted by departments and parishes by June 2011;
16. Three-year budgets prepared by all institutions by June 2011 and
harmonized by Dec. 2011
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17. Self-help approaches to parish development adopted by all parishes by
Dec. 2011;
18. Monitoring and Evaluation Systems developed and adopted by all
institutions by June. 2011
Objective 3: Enhance Infrastructure and Impact of Institutions and Personnel

19. Guidelines for staff selection and appointments developed by March
2011
20. Office of Human Resource Director created and taken up by June 2011;
21. New Residence for the Archbishop in place by January 2013
22. Archdiocesan Secretariat in place by Dec. 2014
23. A fully functional TeacherTrainingCollege,12 Parish Primary Schools
with KGs and 6 JHS’sestablished and functioning by January 2020
24. A Catholic Education Service created by January 2013
25. An Educational Fund and Scholarship Programme established by
December 2012
26. A Health Board and Service established and functioning by January
2013
27. Education and Health Policies in place and functional by June 2011
28. All Catholic institutions fully owned and managed by the Church by
December 2012
29. NGO for development established and functioning by June 2011
30. Monthly management meetings of Secretariatwith inter-departmental
collaboration and reporting formalized by Jan. 2011;
31. Modalities for cost-recovery, profitability and performance criteria for all
interventions and projects set up and implemented by June 2011;
32. Guidelines and principles to regulate development interventions in place
and functioning by June 2011;
33. Performance indicators established for assessing outputs of projects
and personnel by Dec. 2010;
34. Basis for Monitoring and Evaluation of impacts established for various
interventions by Dec. 2010;
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35. Directives given for project and staff performance evaluation results to
be made available by end of December every year by June 2010.
Objective 4: Promote Peace and Security in Environment
36. Improved intervention strategies for peace developed, adopted,
disseminated and made operational by December 2011;
37. Resources mobilized for new strategies by December 2012;
38. More peace operators trained, provided with logistics and positioned by
Jan. 2013;
39. Linkages and networks with other peace institutions developed and
operational by December 2012
40. Peace Committees established in all parishes by June 2011
41. Role of DEPSOCOM clarified by Dec. 2011.
Objective 5: Promote Well-being of People
42. Modalities to precede human development work with the preaching of the
Word developed by June 2010;
43. Direct intervention in human development programmes minimized by
Dec.2010:
44. Advocacy roles and mechanisms formulated to promoting human
development by Dec. 2010;
45. Empowerment and self-reliance strengthened as the basis for livelihood
assistance by Dec 2010;
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CHAPTER SIX
6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Conclusions
The review of the Church has shown that while carrying out its primary function of
evangelization, it has made a major contribution to the welfare of the people in the
region especially through the provision of education, health, water and by supporting
income-generating activities of the poor. However, this contribution has come mainly
through the assistance offered by development partners who for various reasons are
not longer able to do so. The inevitable choice facing the Church in its future growth
lies in moving away from such a strategy.
This Plan proposes a shift in the strategy for the development of the Archdiocese from
one of depending on external resources to self-reliance. The objectives and goals
focus on achieving this alongside promoting evangelization and peace in an
environment which is characterized by poverty and sometimes beset by conflict.
Although the issues addressed in the Strategic Plan are unique to the
Archdiocese, several of them are also typical of the Church in Africa, as
revealed by the themes of the Second Synod of African Bishops held in Rome
(October 4 – 24 2009). In his address at the Inaugural Mass, the Holy Father
observed for example, that the call to holiness (to which the Archdiocese
commits itself again), is a challenge that confronts the Church in Africa. He
invites all shepherds and members of the ecclesial community to Saintliness,
while calling upon the lay faithful to “spread the Perfume of Holiness in the
Family, Workplaces, in Schools and every other social and political field.
Just as emphasized through the objectives of the Plan, the Holy Father also
makes reference to the reconciliatory role of the Church as a foundation for
peace and progress among various ethnic and linguistic groups. And in line with
the mission of the Archdiocese, it is the hope of the Holy Father that differences
between different ethnic groups should become a “stimulus for human and
spiritual enrichment”. Thus several elements of the Strategic Plan bear a
resemblance to the challenges and likely future thrust of justice, peace and
reconciliation as the basis of evangelization in Africa. For this reason, it is
reasonable to expect the Plan to fit within the common Agenda of the Church for
Africa and benefit from its common international initiatives.

One way in which the Archdiocese might benefit from this Agenda of the
AfricanChurch would be to design its development activities in line with international
development themes, such as poverty reduction through reduction of environmental
degradation activities, enhancement of conflict resolution through peace and
evangelization initiatives and programmes. The Strategic Plan already acknowledges
these themes and offers opportunities for livelihood improvements that have
continental and world-wide appeal.
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There are important issues of organizational restructuring and staff development
affecting the socio-economic development impact of the Church. There are also issues
of policy concern to the Church as a result of which the Archdiocese must intensify its
efforts not simply to develop more catholic schools and other institutions but find the
means to manage them and make them sustainable.
6.2 Recommendations
It is recommended that efforts are made to actualize these prospects through the
welfare projects designed by the Archdiocese.
It also recommended that priority attention be given to reorganizing non-performing
income – earning investments as an early means of improving the level of internallygenerated funds.
The following steps to achieving the results of the plan should be initiated in the first
half of 2010 to facilitate implementation of the Plan.


Setting up an Implementation Committee to disseminate the plan and promote
consensus for its implementation.



Assigning key functions with deadlines to the members of this Committee and



Preparing a Budget for the first 3 years of the Plan and



Implementing the low-budget activities as identifiedduring 2010
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ANNEX1

REVISED ORGANISATIONAL (PERSONNEL) STRUCTURE
THE ARCHDIOCESE OF TAMALE
ARCHBISHOP

EPISCOPAL VICAR

VICAR GENERAL

MODERATOROF CURIA

HUMAN RESOURCE
DIRECTOR

EDUCATION
COORDINATOR

HEALTH
COORDINATOR

DEVELOPMENT
COORDINATOR

DIRECTOR FOR
PASTORAL CARE
& CATECHESIS

VOCATIONS
DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR OF
LAITY

FINANCIAL
ADMINISTRATOR

ESTATES,
INVESTMENTS &
COMMUNITY
WELFARE
COORDINATOR

YOUTH COORDINATOR

SOCIAL COMMUNICATIONS
COORDINATOR

JUSTICE & PEACE
COORDINATOR

CATHOLIC WOMEN’S
COUNCIL
PRESIDENT

INTER RELIGIOUS
DIALOGUE
COORDINATOR

RELIGIOUS
EDUCATION
COORDINATOR
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Specific
Objectives or
Goals

1. To Form
Priests, Train
Catechists,
and Prayer
Leaders.

ANNEX 2.1: ACTION PLAN 1
To vigorously expand the presence of the Church
Strategies
Department
Responsible
Unit/Person

Supporting
Unit/Person

Period
From

To

1. Formal
training of
catechists
and priests.
2. In-service
training for
prayer
leaders.

Director,
Vocations

Parish Priests

Jan.
2010

Dec.
2020

Parish priests

Parish Council
Presidents

Jan
2011

Dec 2011

3. Identifying
people for
formation.

Director,
Vocations

Parish Priests

Jan.
2010

Dec.
2020

2. Upgrade
formation
Centres

4. Sourcing of
funds for
training

Director
Formation

Parish Priests

Jan.
2011

Dec.
2016

3. Provide
adequate
remuneration
and
incentives to
catechists
and prayer
leaders.

Establishment
and
implementation
of remuneration
guidelines

Archbishop

Administrator,
Finance

Jan.
2011

June
2011

Parish Priests

Administrator,
Finance

June
2011

Dec.
2011

1. Parish
Priest/Lay
Director
(Jacob
Aduko)

1. Spiritual/CPF
Director
(Fr. Gregory
Kuupire.)

2010

Ongoing

2010

Ongoing.

Implementation
of guidelines for
remuneration
6. To Form
the Laity

Seminars,
workshops,
retreats &
Recollections
&Preaching
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4. To
establish
6No.
parishes

5.To
Establish
small
Christian
communities

Identification of
potential
Church
locations
places,

Archbishop

Appointment of
Parish priests

Archbishop

Building of
Churches

Archbishop

Holding
Training
programmes
for leaders and
members

1. Parish Priests

Jan
2013

Dec. 2016

Jan.
2013

Dec. 2016

Parish Priests,
Church
communities

Jan.
2013

Dec. 2016

Parish Councils
(Presidents).

2011

Ongoing.

.

Parish
priests

Vicar-General
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ANNEX 2.2: ACTION PLAN 2
To develop and sustain the spirit and practice of self reliance and ownership of
the Church by local people
Specific
Objectives/Goa
ls

Strategies

Define and
apply clear-cut
roles and
responsibilities
in entire Church
hierarchy

Prepare job
descriptions for
personnel
Prepare organogram
Develop
performance
contracts
Quarterly audits of
Director
all institutions
Pastorals

Enforce
standards of
transparency
and
accountability
Introduce thrift
in management
of finances and
other resources
Introduce
advocacy
approaches to
development
interventions
Reduce reliance
on external
resources

Mandatory
quarterly/annual
reports to laity
Prudent
management and
administrative
guidelines
Training
workshops/Commun
ity visits and
animation

Adopt locally
sustainable
initiatives; mobilize
local means of
support for activities
Introduce
Guidelines and
preparation of
training in project
parish plans and and business plan
budgets
preparation and
budgeting
Monitor and
Guidelines for
Evaluate
monitoring and
Archdiocesan
evaluations;
and parish
Preparation of
growth
monitoring and
evaluation reports
Adopt self-help
Identify and utilize

Responsibl
e
Person/Uni
t
Director,
Personnel

Supportin
g
Person/Un
it
Heads of
Department
s

Fro
m

To

Parish
Priests

Jan
Dec
2010 2010

Jan
June
2010 2010

VicarGeneral

Department Jan
Dec
Heads
2011 2011

Developme
nt
Coordinator

Department Jan
Decemb
heads
2011 er 2011

VicarGeneral

Department Jan
Decemb
heads and 2011 er 2012
Coordinator
s

VicarGeneral

Parish
Priests

Jan
Decemb
2011 er 2012

Vicar
General

Parish
priests

Jan
Decemb
2011 er 2011

Vicar-

Parish

Jan

Decemb
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development
practices in all
projects and
activities
Empower local
people to
become more
active and
participative

local resources;
promote local
income-generating
activities
Provide local
leadership and
entrepreneurship
programmes

General

Priests

2011 er 2012

Developme
nt
Coordinator

Parish
Council
President

Jan
Decemb
2011 er 2012
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ANNEX 2.3: ACTION PLAN 3
To improve the infrastructure and impact of the work of church institutions
andpersonnel

Specific
Objectives or
Goals

Strategies

1. To identify
staff training
needs and
provide
suitable
training for
staff.

o Mentoring,
Coaching,
Role Rotation,
Job
description,
Renewal of
Contract,
Staff Annual
Development
and
Assessment
Plan.
o Undertake
periodic staff
reviews and
training
needs
assessment.
o Distinction
between
Charity and
business.
o Competitive
rates for
commercial
services.
o Assessment
of the cost
and service
provision

2. Toadopt cost
recovery
mechanisms
for essential
service
interventions
.

Responsible
Unit/Person

Supporting
Unit/Person

Period
From

To

H.R.M.
(to be
appointed)

Heads of
Institutions/
Parish Priests

June
2011

June
2012

Department
and Unit
Heads

Financial
Administrator.
(Fr. Dakora).

Jan
2011

Jun.2011
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3. Develop
1. Acquisition of Archbishop
residential
external and
accommodati
local
on for the
resources and
Archbishop
support
and office
accommodati
on for a
Secretariat
4. To evaluate
1. Performance HRM
performance
contracts
and output
with
of
appropriate
institutions
job
and
description
personnel
specification,
appraisal
systems and
Service
Conditions
Development
5. To Promote
1. Holding of
Coordinator
organizationa
regular
l synergy
management
among units
meetings and
and
promotion of
departments
working
of
linkages and
Archdiocese
collaborative
arrangements
Spiritual
6. To build a
1. Develop
Director
Diocesan
proposal for
Spiritual
local and
Centre
external
funding

Finance
Administrator

Jan.
2011

Dec.
2013

Department
Jan.
and Unit Heads 2011

June
2011

Department
Jan.
and Unit Heads 2011

June
2011

Development
Coordinator/
Financial
Administrator

Dec.
2013

Jan
2011
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ANNEX 2.4: ACTION PLAN 4
To make a significant contribution to the attainment of a peaceful, safe and
secure environment.
Department
Period
Specific
Objective
or Goals
1. To
improve
intervention
strategies
for peace

Strategies

Responsible
Unit/Person

Supporting
Unit/Person

1. Direct
intervention
through
workshops,
targeting the
people of
locality.

Archdiocesan
Justice & Peace
Commission

Parish
Justice &
Peace
Committees
Presidents
and

2. Direct
intervention
by post
conflict
support.

Archdiocesan
Justice and Peace
Commission

Parish Peace Jan.2011
Committees;
Parish
Council
Presidents

3. Preaching on
theme of
peace in the
Church

Parish Priests

Parish Peace Jan. 2011 June
2011
Committees

4. Recreational
activities
(games,
picnics)

Presidents, Parish
Peace Committees

Presidents,
Parish
Councils

Jan. 2011 Dec.
2011

5. Formation of
Peace
Negotiations
Teams in all
the parishes.

President,
Archdiocesan
Justice and Peace
Commission

Parish
Priests;
Presidents,
Parish
Councils

Jan. 2011 June
2011

From
Jan.
2011

To
Dec.
2013

Dec.
2011
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2. Improve
networking
with peace
institutions

1. Collaboration
with agencies like
NCCE,

Justice & Peace
Commission
President

Satellite
Peace
Centres.

April
2010

June
2015

VicarGeneral

April
2010

May
2015

WANEP/GHANEP.

2. Collaboration
with Regional
Peace Council

Satellite Peace
Centres.

3. To develop
Alternative
Dispute
Resolution
Initiative

1. .Liaise with
competent bodies

Justice and
Peace
Commission
President

Interreligious
Dialogue
Centre

Jan
2011

Dec
2013.

4.To
resource
DEPSOCOM
and

1. Project proposal
for funding support
locally and
externally

DEPSOCOM
Director

Financial
Administrator

Jan.
2011

Dec.
2013

DEPSOCOM
Director

Development
Coordinator

Jan.
2011

June
2011

5.To redirect 1. Re-evaluate
and restore mission and set
DEPSOCOM
objectives and
to its core strategies
mandate
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Specific
Objectives or
Goals

ANNEX 2.5: ACTION PLAN 5
To Enhance the Economic Well-being of the People
Strategy
Department
Period

Responsible
Unit/Person

1. Develop
modalities to
precede
human
development
work with the
preaching of
the Word

2. Minimize
direct
intervention in
human
development
programmes
3. Develop
advocacy
roles and
mechanisms
as the means
for promoting
human
development

Supporting
Unit/Person

From

To

Director,
Religious
Education
Office
Development Director,
Coordinator
Religious
Education
Office

Jan
2011

June
2011

3. Promote
development
education

Development
Coordinator

Department
and Unit
Heads

Jan.
2012

Dec.
2014

1. Deepen
Sensitization

Development
Coordinator

Department
and Unit
heads
Development Department
Coordinator
and Unit
heads

Jan
2011

Dec.
2011

Jan.
2012

Dec.
20114

Development
Coordinator

Department
Heads

Jan
2011

Dec.
2012

Development
Coordinator

Department
Heads

Jan.
2011

Dec.
2011

Development
Coordinator

Department
Heads

Jan.
2011

Dec.
2011

Development
Coordinator

Department
and Unit
heads;

June
2011

Dec.
2012

1. Intensify
community entry
and animation
2. Deepen
presentation of
the Word of God
and values of the
Church.

2. Enhance
Advocacy
Approaches
1. Develop
capacity of frontline staff in
advocacy skills
2. Partner NGOs
in capacity
building process

3. Collaborate
with other
relevant bodies
and development
partners in
capacity
development
4. Introduce
1. Intensify
empowerment business
and selfeducation of the
reliance as
people
the basis for
2. Linking people
livelihood
with sources of

Development
Coordinator

June. Dec.
2011 2013

Parish
Council
Presidents
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assistance

credit

3.Encouragement Development Department
Coordinator
and Unit
of personal
Heads
investment efforts

Jan
2011

Dec.2012

Development Department
4. Promotion of
and Unit
the establishment Coordinator
heads;
of Credit Unions
Parish
in the parishes

Jan.
2011

Dec.
2012

Council
Presidents
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ANNEX 3
NUMBER OF SEMINARIANS BY DIOCESE/SOCIETY AND YEAR OF FORMATION
Sp.
Yr.

Phil.1

Phil.2

Phil.
3

Th.1

Th.2

Th.3

Pas
Yr..

Th.4

Tot.

1 Tamale
1
2
1
1
3
1
0
0
1
10
2 NavrongoBolgatanga 4
1
2
3
1
4
3
2
20
3. Wa
7
5
1
3
2
4
22
4. Damongo
1
1
1
1
2
6
5. Yendi
1
1
1
2
5
6. SVD
8
5
8
7
6
3
9
46
7. Sunyani
3
2
4
9
8. Konongo-Mampong 2
1
3
9. CapeCoast
3
3
10. Total
13 22
15
17
17
11
5
10 14
124
11. Others
4
3
3
1
11
Source: Development Office, Archdiocese of Tamale. (Table adapted to cover only Ghanaian
Dioceses and Archdioceses)
Notes:
Sp. Yr.: Spiritual Year
Phil: Philosophy
Th.: Theology
Pas. Yr.: Pastoral Year
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